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Captain’s Letter

against a Scottish pairing of his wife and the immediate past 
captain! The English team once again emerged triumphant.

The English Hickory Championship at Rye was played in 
beautiful conditions, with the course again providing a stern 
test. The post-competition refreshment on the terrace overlook-
ing the course as the shadows lengthen, listening to harrowing 
tales of misfortune, is now one of the highlights of the two day 
event! Congratulations to Stefan Kjell, a worthy winner.

Next day, the Society played a hickory match against 
Wildernesse Golf Club as part of its 125 years celebrations. The 
event was organised by Tony Hunt, who supplied hickory clubs 
for the Wildernesse members, many playing with hickory for 
the first time. Such was the enjoyment that future fixtures are 
anticipated.

Early October and Clapham Common! As Clapham 
Common Golf Course no longer exists, this wonderful fix-
ture against the remaining members of the Club is played on 
Mitcham Common Golf Course, designed by Tom Dunn in 
1891.

The next day our Society was entertained by Reigate Heath 
Golf Club, a picturesque setting just south of the M25, complete 
with windmill and panoramic views over Surrey. Many thanks 
to Bill Seldon, who managed this match.
   The Hickory Grail provided the opportunity for my wife Gail 
and I to spend a holiday in the east of the United States, prior to 
attending the match between Europe and America at Baltusrol, 
New Jersey. After flying to Atlanta, we hired a car and drove 
south to Charleston, where, as is stated under the headlines 
of The Charleston Golf News, ‘Golf Began in America’. In 1743 
the sailing ship Magdalena arrived from Scotland, her cargo 

included golf clubs and balls!
Leaving Charleston we headed for Ashville, (via 

Hendersonville, an obvious must!) where we played the munici-
pal golf course designed by Donald Ross. The course consists 
of a flattish first nine-holes followed by a more interesting 
undulating second nine. Two green-fees plus a golf-cart for 50 
dollars was a good deal!

After driving north along the Blue Ridge Parkway, with 
magnificent autumnal tree colours and spectacular views on 
both sides of the road, some three days later (there is a 40mph 
speed limit) we reached Washington DC. Two days were spent 
sightseeing and learning more history before we caught a train 
to Newark, Baltusrol and The Grail. 

What a privilege to visit and play golf at this historic venue! 
Special memories include the autumnal colours of the trees and 
the speed of the greens. Congratulations to Team US, winners 
of the Ninth Hickory Grail!

Amongst many magnificent trophies in the Clubhouse, one 
which caught my attention is a replica of the Robert Cox Cup 
(the original is in the USGA Museum at Far Hills) which stands 
two feet high and is decorated with Cairngorm gemstones, 
enamelled thistles and painted plaques of St Andrews Castle 
and The Pends. It was donated by Robert Cox of Edinburgh, a 
Member of Parliament and golf course designer, to be awarded 
to the winner of the US Women’s Championship in 1896.  It 
has been awarded to the US Women’s Amateur Champion ever 
since.

The day after The Grail, the promised rain started and we 
were glad to spend our last day in the previously mentioned 
USGA Museum, which contains rooms designated to promi-
nent American golfers (Jones, Hogan, Palmer and Nicklaus), 
a Hall of Champions and memorabilia from all eras. In one of 
the many displays is a Hal Ludlow figurine of Harry Vardon, 
approximately 9” tall (see March 2015 Captain’s letter).

And so another hickory year draws to a close.
Gail and I send Christmas Greetings to All, and Best Wishes for 
2016!                

Alan Henderson

The final quarter of 2015 has 
involved a significant amount of 
travel, starting with the Midlands 
Meeting at Willesley Park, fol-
lowed by the Scotland v England 
match at the Hirsel Golf Club, 
Coldstream. Due to a late call-off 
your Captain was given a free 
transfer and played for England
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Society News
heavy afternoon rain showers made 
golf difficult at times.
The Society Vice-Captain, Chris 
Walker, was the winner of the ‘Walter 
Mechilli Trophy’ with a score of 31 
points with Ian Spann runner-up. Gail 
Henderson won the Ladies’ prize with 
Paul Druce winning the Visitor’s prize.
The prizes were presented by Alan 
Henderson, Society Captain, who 
also made a special presentation to 
Dick Durran in recognition of his role 

Society News

Large group of players who took part in the Annual Scotland v England match at the Hirsel Golf Club 

Midlands Open Meeting

Willesley Park Golf Club on the out-
skirts of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester-
shire was the venue for the Midlands 
Summer Meeting on Wednesday  the 
2nd of  September 2015. Society mem-
bers and guests enjoyed the undulat-
ing tree lined parkland course which 
was presented in excellent condition 
but with tricky greens. The occasional 

as Society Webmaster, a post he has 
recently relinquished.
Special thanks to Ian Spann for ar-
ranging the event.

Keith Bilbie

Scotland v England 
Hickory Match

The twenty-first annual Scotland v 
England Hickory Match for the Archie 
Baird Trophy was held at the Hirsel 
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Golf Club at Coldstream Berwickshire, 
on Friday the 4th of September. The 
course was in fine condition with 
fast greens and tricky pin positions. 
Also, almost everyone was playing the 
course for the first time. Weather was 
reasonable with some rain over the last 
few holes.

Usual format for this match is six 
4-ball better ball handicap games, 
but due to the imbalance of available 
members,with nine from England and 
thirteen from Scotland, it was necessary 
to transfer a couple of Anglos south of 
the Border. This gave us a singles match 
first off followed by five fourballs. 

England struck first with John 
Pearson narrowly beating John Still 
in the singles. Neil Hutchison/Neil 
Crapper beat Ian Hislop/Willie Tanner 
on the 18th and England were 2 up. The 
run continued with Ron Beatt/Norah 
Aitchison losing to Bobby Kirk/Janet 
Homer on the 18th. 3-0 to England.

Scotland struck back with Hamish 
Ewan/Robin Morris beating Chris 
Homer /Carolyn Kirk on the 17th and 
Alan Jackson/Jim Forson recording a 
3&2 win over Richard Ellis/Richard 
Carr. 3-2 to England, and with Scotland 
only needing to win the last match to 
finish level and retain the trophy.

However, it was not to be. Anglo 
Alan Henderson/John Turnbull held 
off David Kirkwood/Gail Henderson 
on the last hole and it was a 4-2 win for 
England.

John Pearson, English Captain, receiving the trophy from Ian 
Hislop, the Scottish Captain.

North Scottish Region 
Autumn Meeting

For the meal in the evening, we were 
joined by Iain Edwards, the Club Vice-
Captain, and chief Scottish supporter 
Archie Baird. Attached photos show 
winning captain John Pearson receiv-
ing the trophy from losing captain Ian 
Hislop, and a group photo of all the 
competitors. Photos by D Kirkwood

Ian Hislop 

The Autumn Meeting of the North 
Scottish Region was held at Forfar 
Golf Club on the 8th September. Some 
fourteen members played, among them 
past Captains Alan Jackson and John 
Pearson who were both very welcome. 

The weather was overcast but dry, 
unlike Ballater earlier in the year. The 
course was in excellent condition 
which probably helped some of the 
good scores in the winner’s circle.
Nearest the pin prizes were won by 
Bill Mitchell and Harry Bowden. In 
3rd place with a score of 34 points was 
Fraser Paterson, a new member but 
one who I am sure will figure promi-
nently in the prize lists in future years. 
Runner-up was the scribe from Auld 
Reekie, Robin Morris with 35 points 
and the winner was John Pearson with 
an excellent 36 points. John took away 
the usual bottle of malt so if you are 
ever in the York area you are assured of 
a stiff dram (but don’t leave it too long). 

David Hamilton joined us for our meal 
and very kindly provided a copy of his 
new book, A Girl’s Golf in 1894, A North 
Berwick Holiday Diary as a prize. This is 
on sale at £5 plus p&p.

Next year’s meetings for the North 
Scottish Region will be at Burnside, 
Carnoustie and at Peterhead, with a 
game against Inverallochy also. Watch 
this space and a Merry Xmas and 
Happy New Year to you all.

Hamish Ewan

English Hickory 
Championship

The 18th English Hickory 
Championship Meeting took place at 
Rye Golf Club on Thursday the 1st & 
Friday the 2nd  of October 2015 

We were as happens quite often at 
this time of year blessed with very fine 
sunny weather. Thursday was quite 
windy but the Championship on Friday 
was windless and the course was there 
for the taking. It wasn’t!

On Thursday we had a 25 partici-
pants available for the match which this 
year was between Great Britain & the 
World. GB snuck home by 4½ points 
to 3½ . The Jubilee is an outstanding 
addition to the playing facilities at Rye. 
Three new holes were open making it 
an entertaining 12 hole course, with 6 
holes played again but from different 
tees 

This was followed by informal drinks 

Forfar winners including  Harry Bowden, Hamish Ewan, 
Bill Mitchell, John Pearson, Robin Morris and Frazer Paterson
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and supper in the George Hotel which 
was met with widespread approval.

On Friday the 2nd a high class field 
competed for the 18th English Hickory 
Championship over the Old Course. We 
used a special card with a par of 72 for 
men and women. Stefan Kjell returned 
an excellent 41 points in the handicap 
stableford to win the Founders Salver 
for the first time, beating Jonny Firth 
into second place. Jonny’s 37 points 
edged out Bengt Gustafson and 
Stephen Tubb on the count back.
The scratch medal for the Tony 
Hawkins Trophy was one by Stefan 
Kjell also with a marvelous 76 for the 
first Swedish win in this event. The 
holder Perry Somers was edged out by 
a shot with Iain Forrester one further 
back on 78.The Ladies compete in the 
overall competition using the same 
card. The leading lady prize went to 
Carolyn Kirk. 
The Championship Dinner was once 
again held at Webbe’s Fish Café, with 
two fine speeches from our guest 
of honour, Club Captain Geoffrey 
Dereham and our own Captain Alan 
Henderson who was making mischief 
over his “non selection” for the Grail, 
at the expense of tournament organizer 
and sole selector of the Grail side Nigel 
Notley! We thank Rye for hosting us 
once again and look forward to coming 
back on 6th & 7th October 2016

Nigel Notley  

Hickories on the Heath

At the beginning of October the Society 
played its two matches against Clapham 
Common and Reigate Heath Golf Clubs 
on the Surrey heathlands. 

The match against Clapham 
Common GC was the eighteenth in the 
series and took place over the Mitcham 
Common Links. The original course 
was laid out by Tom Dunn, whose 
great-great-nephew, Willie Dunn, took 
part as member of the Clapham side. 
We were greeted on the first tee by the 
customary grappa, provided by Toni 
Marchovecchio, the Clapham President. 
Conditions were mild, unspoilt by the 

occasional short shower with the course 
firm and well-presented. 

All matches were tight, the first three 
being halved and the final result just 
tipping in the Club’s favour by 33/4 points 
to 21/2. We dined in the extended and 
redecorated clubroom after yet another 
congenial visit.

The following day we played our 
biennial match against Reigate Heath 
GC – my first experience of this fixture. 
Overlooking the neighbouring down-
land, the Victorian clubhouse shares its 
fabulous views over wooded heath with 
an ancient windmill that doubles as an 
occasional church. The course is formally 
designated as a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest and every one of its nine holes 
is natural with fine springy turf and 
silky smooth greens fringed with oak, 
birch, heather and gorse. The course is 
shared with occasional hikers, horses, 
dog-walkers, rabbits, deer and abun-
dant bird-life – each hole memorable, 
challenging and a joy, and all within 25 
miles of central London. The match was 
played in foursomes format and ended in 
a narrow win for the Club by 31/2 points 
to 3, with three matches finishing on the 
home green, one on the seventeenth and 
the remaining two on the fifteenth. 

The result for once, to our President’s 
great satisfaction, depended on the con-
test for quarter points in the byes. 

John Pearson

The Hickory Grail 2016 
Baltusrol G C New Jersey

Society News

For those of us lucky enough to experi-
ence a Grail, they are unforgettable. 
Everyone is different in playing char-
acteristics but there is an ‘old World’ 
camaraderie in meeting old friends 
and adversaries and integrating new 
team members. New blood is essential 
of course, but the process of change is 
agreeably slow. 

There was so much anticipation about 
the visit to Baltusrol. It was talked about 
in hushed tones from the end of the last 
Grail at Walton Heath. It sits in the State 
of New Jersey and is a short journey 
from New York. It was just possible to 

see to Empire State Building from the 
upper floor of the Club House. Quite a 
view!

As a little background the Grail 
is competed for over three formats 
in two days. The team squads are 
approximately eighteen in total with a 
maximum steel handicap of 12 before 
hickory adjustments. 

The first day comprises six Foursome 
matches in the morning followed by six 
Fourballs in the afternoon. The second 
day comprised twelve singles matches. 
Ideally each player plays two matches.

 Selection is eagerly sought but as 
a rule of thumb half of the European 
team is determined on performance in 
the Scratch Major Championships in 
Britain with the other half being based 
on the handicap championships. 

It is only those who support the 
events on a regular basis who are 
realistically likely to be selected. What 
is unusual is that the American team 
are also members of the British Golf 
Collectors’ Society. The Grail is effec-
tively governed under the auspices of 
the BGCS

Whilst many of the Europeans had 
already sampled the delights of New 
York, the first official function was a visit 
to Far Hills, home to the USGA Museum, 
as guests of the American team. We are 
most grateful to Susan, Kim and their 
colleagues for working on a weekend to 
show us around. The new Jack Nicklaus 
exhibit is very good, whilst Ben Hogan’s 
room remains the most popular. The 
portrait of Bobby Jones however was 
ruthlessly exploited by our members for 
selfies! We enjoyed a fine buffet followed 
by a putting competition which Europe 
just won. An interested spectator was 
David Bonsall, Chairman of the R&A 
Rules Committee who was in highly level 
talks with the USGA on simplifying the 
Rules. ‘Play the ball as it lies’ would seem 
the simple answer.

Saturday evening saw both teams 
and camp followers (about 50 in total) 
in Marco Polo an Italian restaurant in 
Summit. N J. The restaurant appeared 
to seat around 200. Eating out is done 
continued on pag 7
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Forthcoming Events
President’s Day and Annual 

Meeting at Royal Liverpool G C
North Scottish Region 

 Fixtures for 2016

Once again we have two excellent 
courses for our Spring and Autumn 
meetings with our bi-annual match 
against Inverallochy Golf Club to top it 
all off. The spring meeting will be held 
at the Burnside course, Carnoustie and 
will be an excellent test for both hickory 
and steel players. Speaking about steel 
players we would like to see more of you 
this year. 

I know there are plenty of you out 
there so come along and enjoy some 
convivial golf with other dedicated 
collectors. The spring meeting will be 
for the Harry Bowden Quaich as usual 
which is only for hickory players but 
steel prizes will also be available. Date 
for the meeting is Tuesday the 3rd of 
May.

The autumn meeting is to be held at 
Peterhead Golf Club, which is over 170 
years old. Some of the holes run through 
spectacular dunes and will be a good 
test again for both hickory and steel. The 
following day we have our bi-annual 
match against Inverallochy which 
provides some respite after Peterhead 
and where we are always made most 
welcome. The dates for these fixtures are 
the Tuesday the 6th and Wednesday the 
7th of September.

I look forward to seeing some new 
faces at these meetings as well as the 
weather beaten old ones.

Entry forms will appear on the web-
site in due course and in the meantime I 
wish you all a Merry Xmas and a Happy 
New Year. 

Hamish Ewan 

Scottish Extravaganza 
May 2016

 
Next year the British Golf Collectors’ 
Society has been invited to play a 
hickory match at Royal Dornoch Golf 
Club as part of the celebrations to mark 
golf having been played on the Dornoch 
links for 400 years. The match will be 26 
a side with a dinner to follow. The date 
of the match is the 26th of May 2016.

Hickory Match v 
Royal Worlington G C 

The opening event of the year 2016 
will be a hickory match against Royal 
Worlington on Friday the 4th of March. 
The Match Manager is Nigel Notley. 
Please contact Nigel should you wish to 
be considered for the team

The Welsh Weekend

Once again Liz MacDonald will be 
organising this great weekend of 
golf. It begins with a stableford team 
competition on  Friday the 18th  March 
at the traditional links course at Borth 
& Ynyslas Golf Club.  Players may use 
hickory or steel shafted clubs (with 
appropriate handicap allowances). This 
will be followed by a two-course meal in 
the clubhouse for all competitors.

On Saturday the 19th of March 
the annual hickory match against 
Aberdovey Golf Club for the Darwin 
Trophy will take place starting at 12 
noon. 

On Sunday the 2oth  of March the 
Welsh Hickory Championship will 
take place playing for the Peter Burles 
Trophy. The Scratch Rose Bowl will 
be played for at the same time. Both 
trophies to be held for one year. Tee-off 
time is 10 a.m. 

Only original hickory-shafted 
clubs are permitted. Cost is £48 with 
Aberdovey members of the B GCS only 
paying £27. Any guests will pay just £10 
for the buffet .

Please note in the case of any of the 
events being oversubscribed times will 
be allocated in the order of application.

Entry forms will be on the BGCS 
website early in the New Year. Anybody 
requiring further details can contact me.

Liz MacDonald

This year’s President’s Day follows the 
well-worn but popular format. We start 
with a visit on Thursday afternoon 
the 21st of April to Wallasey Golf Club, 
some five miles along the coast from 
Hoylake and home course of Dr Frank 
Stableford, where we shall play 18 holes 
with lunch prior and dinner after the 
golf. This Club, with its wonderful links 
and great sea views, has again gener-
ously offered us preferential terms and it 
is to be hoped that good support will be 
forthcoming. 

On Friday, there is informal golf 
for a limited number in the morning 
at Hoylake (nine holes starting from 
09:30). Lunch is available between noon 
and 14:00 and a foursome stableford 
competition for the John Behrend 
Shields and the Heath/Mitchell Salver 
commences at 13:30. A strict draw for 
partners will be carried out. Before din-
ner in the evening the AGM takes place 
and, to round off a busy day, a small auc-
tion of golfing memorabilia is organised 
at 22:00. It is hoped that BGCS members 
will be keen to revisit the links where no 
fewer than 12 Opens have been held, the 
latest in 2014. We are most grateful to 
the Club for allowing us our customary 
day at Hoylake and for maintaining such 
a reasonable financial package. 

On Saturday morning we will be 
reviving the Collectors’ Fair, after an 
hiatus in 2015. It is hoped that we will 
stimulate more visitors than in the 
past and that this will provide an ideal 
opportunity for members to buy, sell 
and exchange in the splendid surround-
ings of the Club Room.

Application forms for the various 
activities are on the BGCS website and it 
is to be hoped that you again turn out in 
large numbers to support Philip Truett, 
our President, for his special Day.

Check the BGCS website for applica-
tion forms.

Bob Chadwick
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As this date coincided with the normal date for the Scottish 

Hickory Championship it has been decided to play the cham-
pionship at the nearby Tain Golf Club, a Tom Morris design, 
on Friday the 27th of May. The competition for the George 
Colville Trophy will be held at Brora G C, a James Braid 
design, on Wednesday the 25th May.

 To complete this extravaganza Hamish has arranged a 
match at Nairn G C against some of the members he plays with 
on a regular basis. This will also be 26 a side with the BGCS 
members playing hickories with most of the Nairn members 
playing steels, although he has managed to convert some of 
them to playing hickories. This is on Tuesday the 24th of May 
and BGCS members will cover cost of meal for us and our play-
ing partners and a reduced green fee.

This promises to be a great four days and sides will be 
chosen on a first-come first-picked basis so get your entry in 
quickly accompanied by your cheque or card number. Entry 
forms with full details will be available on the web site from the 
1st of January 2016.

David Hamilton has added that a meeting of the Literati will 
be held at Dornoch on Monday the 23rd  of May.

Ian Hislop and Hamish Ewan

Society News

continued from page 5

on an industrial scale in the US.
 Sunday was the official practice day culminating in the Flag 

Raising ceremony. Each European nation and US State had a 
flag, so it was quite an array. John Crow Miller orchestrated 
the ceremony with aplomb and welcoming speeches were 
given by Tony Cicatello for Baltusrol and Mike Davis, CEO 
of the USGA. Responses were given for the Society by our 
President Philip Truett and Captain, Alan Henderson. 

Monday dawned chilly with a frost delay but heralded in a 
spectacular autumnal scene. What a backdrop. Even losing 
was a pleasure and Europe lost heavily on day one with the 
exception of a level par performance by Henrik Peyron and 
Tony Hunt, both debutants. Among many notable perfor-
mances for the US were another two wins for Mark Wehring, 
the team Captain. He remains unbeaten since his debut in 
2005. Also U S debutants Marty Joy and Cliff Martin enjoyed a 
very good first day. 

The twelve players selected for the singles were of quite sim-
ilar handicaps so the decision was taken to play all matches 
off scratch. Match of the day was between Cliff Martin and 
Henrik Peyron. This was of a very high standard. Hitting 
greens in regulation with hickory clubs is one thing. Hitting a 
mashie to finish below the hole as well is quite another. Henrik 
won the match and the overall score in the singles was 6 1/2 
to 5 1/2 to Europe but overall the US won again on that side of 
the Atlantic as they have done each year with the exception of 
the 2003 fixture.

It is probable that the American team is more used to the 
speed of greens at Baltusrol than the Europeans. The slopes 
were severe and the speed around 13 on the stimp. The home 
team probably made better use of the local caddies also. 
Understanding the lines cannot be learnt in 24 hours. In the 
evening we concluded the Grail with the ‘Convivial Dinner’ 
in the Tillinghurst Room. The President made an amusing 
speech in which he claimed that the European victory in the 
putting and singles out ranked the loss of the foursomes and 
four balls. Half the room agreed but unfortunately the record 
books do not lie! 

Captain Henderson then presented a silver quaich, which 
had a specially commissioned Tillinghast medal cast in its 
centre to BobTrebus, President of the Tillinghast Society 
to commemorate the visit of the Grail to Baltusrol. John 
Crow Miller concluded proceedings with the award of the 
Livingstone Medal to David Kirkwood for years of service to 
hickory golf and enhancing the history of the game. David 
was speechless. Certainly the first time ever! Confirmation of 
the 2017 venue is eagerly awaited.

Nigel Notley
European Team Captain
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A few ‘shots’ at the English Hickory Championship at Rye Golf Club by David Stott

Iain Forrester of Belgium Geoff Bleasby of England

Philip Truett, President Willie Tanner of Scotland

Nigel Notley of England

Alan Henderson, Captain

Robert Collins of England Neil Millar of England Nigel Notley, Carolyn Kirk and 
Rye G C Captain, Geoffrey Dereham

Nigel Notley, Stefan Kjell and Rye  G C 
Captain, Geoffrey Dereham

Nigel Notley, Steve Tubb and Rye G C 
Captain, Geoffrey Dereham

Nigel Notley, Johnny Firth  and Rye G C 
Captain, Geoffrey Dereham
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Some ‘Grailers’ at Baltusrol Golf Club, Springfield, New Jersey
Photos courtesy of Mike Moretti of the New Jersey State Golf Association

Henrik Peyron, Helsingborg, Sweden & Cliff Martin USA John Crow Miller USA  & Erik Brandstrom, Danderud, Sweden

BGCS President, Philip Truett, looking a little concerned 

BGCS Vice-Captain Chris Walker Team Captains, Nigel Notley and Mark Wehring

Claes Arma from Boras in Sweden

Society News
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  Date           Meeting      Steels     Club      Organiser
____________________________________________________________________________________

March
Friday 4th       Hickory Match v Royal Worlington                 Royal Worlington        Nigel Notley
Friday 18th     Hickory/Modern Clubs Competition       Yes     Borth and Ynyslas   Liz MacDonald
Saturday 19th  Hickory Match                    Aberdovey             Liz MacDonald 
Sunday 20th Welsh Hickory Championship    Aberdovey Liz MacDonald 

April
Thursday 21st     Stableford competition             Yes   Wallasey Bob Chadwick 
Friday 22nd  President’s Day                                         Yes   Hoylake             Bob Chadwick 

May
Tuesday 3rd          North Scottish Spring Meeting         Yes      Carnoustie, Burnside     Hamish Ewan 
Monday 16th       Central England Hickory Championship       Yes Coxmoor      Keith Bilbie
Tuesday 24th        Strokeplay Competition                                   Yes     Nairn                          Hamish Ewan 
Wednesday 25th  Strokeplay Competition (George Colville)       Yes  Brora Ian Hislop TBC
Thursday 26th       Hickory match vs. Royal Dornoch                   Dornoch     Hamish Ewan / Ian Hislop 
Friday 27th      Scottish Hickory Championship                       Tain                             Ian Hislop TBC 

June
Tuesday 7th     Hickory Match                                                  Royal West Norfolk         Nigel Notley 
Wednesday 8th Hickory Match               Hunstanton                         Nigel Notley 
Thursday 9th         Ganton 125th    Ganton                             John Pearson  
Saturday 18th   Hickory Match / BGCS / WH / R & A              Walton Heath G C            Philip Truett 

July         
Friday 1st       Annual Match v MacKenzie Society         Yes   Cavendish                Richard Atherton 
Sunday 10th         West Kent Centenary                               West Kent     Philip Truett / Tony Hunt TBC-
Wednesday 13th  Open Championship Meeting    Yes           Irvine Bogside                     Ian Hislop
Friday 29th          125th Anniversary event                        Bristol & Clifton    Chris Walker 

August
Wednesday 3rd    Hickory Match v Senior Golfers’ Society     Woking                     Philip Truett
Thursday 25th    Hickory match vs. Trentham                          Trentham                     Bill Druce TBC

September 
Sunday 4th 125th anniversary “Hickory Open”     Clitheroe                            John Holt
Mon/Wed 5th or 7th Bi-annual match vs. Inverallochy Yes Inverallochy               Hamish Ewan 6th

Tuesday  6th   North Scottish Autumn Meeting             Yes   Peterhead                       Hamish Ewan
Thursday 6th GB & Ireland vs. Rest of World    Rye                                     Nigel Notley

October
Friday 7th    English Hickory Championship                         Rye                                    Nigel Notley
Saturday 8th   Wildernesse hickory event                              Wildernesse                       Tony Hunt TBC
Sunday 9th  Hickory match vs. Worplesdon (8-a-side)    Worplesdon         Robin Shuker/Chris Walker 
TBA             Hickory Match v Clapham Common                              Mitcham Common          Philip Truett 
TBA             BGCS v PGA Hickory Match                                         Walton Heath                   Philip Truett

Provisional Fixture List for the Year 2016
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and the Open Championship belt and trophy. The sketches 
were small and contained incredible detail. He worked mainly 
in oils, watercolour and gouache, presenting favourite holes on 
the world’s famous golf courses including the Old Course at St 
Andrews, Muirfield, Augusta National and Pebble Beach: the 
observer can picture himself playing on the course. It is prob-
ably difficult to believe but Weaver did not and never intended 
to play golf, he merely enjoyed the beauty of the game. 

When one sees an original Weaver painting hanging on 
the wall, if you look for a moment you will notice the depth 
of colours, the definition, how comfortably the figures sit in 
the landscape and one could envisage the point on the course 

These were the words uttered many years ago by 
that doyen of golf writers, Henry Longhurst, who, 
for more than twenty years, wrote for The Sunday 
Times and never missed a single Sunday. Robert 

Ruddell examines a select band of 20th Century golf artists who 
in recent years have become famous worldwide for their ability 
to bring us wonderful paintings of golf courses, imposing and 
architecturally attractive club houses, and portraits of the game’s 
outstanding personalities whether they are on canvas or paper 
using the medium of oil, watercolour or gouache.

ARTHUR WEAVER
Considered by many to be probably the premier golf artist of 
the late twentieth century, Arthur Weaver may be best known 
for his paintings of championship golf courses, but he was 
experienced in all phases of painting and drawing.  He was 
born in North London on the 24th of February 1918 and studied 
at the Hornsey School of Art (1934-1938). He was by training 
a portrait painter. Upon his release from National Service in 
1947 he moved to Wales and took up teaching at Cardiff School 
of Art and in the Adult Educational Settlements in the South 
Wales valleys. His early endeavours included painting theatre 
sets, teaching art classes and painting children’s portraits.

In 1953, Weaver began an 18-year relationship with Frost 
and Reed, a highly respected British art publisher. His assign-
ments were primarily industrial subjects such as railroads, 
the Williamson diamond mine in South Africa and Texan oil 
wells. Because of his experience in painting landscapes, Weaver 
was soon commissioned to paint a golf course scene – Royal 
Liverpool Golf Club. (Hoylake). In 1957, that painting was repro-
duced for the first of his popular golf prints. The lithographs of 
Arthur Weaver’s golf scenes contain remarques in the bottom 
margins. (A remarque is a small drawing done by the artist 
that adds a distinctive embellishment to an art print) Weaver’s 
remarques were simple, with a minimum of pencil strokes, but 
amazingly accurate in conveying the rhythm of a golf swing 
or the shape of a putting green. When Weaver painted a series 
of portraits of early Open champions that were reproduced as 
prints, he remarqued each with a different thumbnail drawing 
and the remarque in the case of the Old Tom Morris print 
related to golf balls and club heads marked with his imprint 

GOLF TAKES US TO SO MANY 
BEAUTIFUL PLACES

 Robert Ruddell 
examines a select band of 20th Century golf artists

Young Tom Morris by Arthur Weaver
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where the artist actually stood as he did his sketches. This 
however could not be farther from the truth as Arthur Weaver 
would obtain photographic evidence and actually painted 
from a house in Abergavenny, Wales, where he would have 
been working upstairs in a narrow room lit by one window. 
During the 1980s virtually every new golf painting completed 
by the prolific Weaver was being sold in the United States, where 
golfers regarded him as their sport’s leading specialist artist. The 
beautiful, lush, manicured Augusta National course in Georgia, 
the home annually of The Masters provided a favourite setting 
for his work and the oil painting of the 12th green completed in 
October 1985 and sold in Philadelphia was a fine example. His 
pictures and prints hang at St Andrews and at prominent golf 
clubs throughout the world and in 1989 fourteen of his paint-
ings hung in the headquarters of the US Golf Association in Far 
Hills, New Jersey. 

In 1995 Morton W Olman and John M Olman produced a 
magnificent book St. Andrews & Golf containing 225 illustra-
tions by Arthur Weaver depicting many of the events that have 
influenced golf in St. Andrews for more than 500 years. The 
delightful drawings in this book show what a true artist and 
draughtsman Arthur Weaver was. Also included were a few 
of Weaver’s early scenes from the 1950s and ‘60s. Traditions & 

Change, the third and final volume of the history of the Royal 
and Ancient Golf Club used a delightful watercolour painting 
by Arthur Weaver of the 18th green and club house for the 
dust jacket and two of his paintings are displayed in the book. 
Weaver’s early training as a portrait painter is clearly shown 
capturing Joe Dey and Bill Campbell two former American cap-
tains of the R&A posed in their ceremonial captain’s coats. This 
painting by Weaver was commissioned by the USGA. In the late 
1980s he produced a series of four Historic Golf Portraits of Tom 
Morris, ‘Young Tom’ Morris, Willie Park, Snr, and Willie Park, 
Jnr, again illustrating what a very fine portrait painter Weaver 
became. Arthur Weaver was asked in 1989 what was the attrac-
tion of golf? He replied ‘It appalled me at first, the idea of doing 
golf courses. How do you handle all the green? But I thought it 
was a challenge.’ Without question it is one that that he clearly 
mastered. ‘I would like to think I’m a landscape painter,’ said 
Weaver with a hint of diffidence, ‘but not a landscape painter 
pure and simple like some painters are. Turner was a landscape 
painter, for instance. I paint landscapes of golf courses!’

His sporting subjects have included cricket, (he painted the 
England v Australia Centenary Test Match at Lords in 1980), 
hunting, fishing, curling, and ice hockey. Weaver over the years 
was commissioned by many different organisations and people 

 The 12th green at Augusta National by Arthur Weaver
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as varied as Marylebone Cricket Club, British Railways, The 
United States Cattle breeders, and the National Museum of 
Wales.

BILL WAUGH
Bill Waugh was born in 1934 just a stone’s throw from the 
magnificent golf courses of eastern Scotland. Bill eagerly took 
to the game and distinguished himself as a county player of 
considerable stature. These early years of golfing served as his 
apprenticeship to his later career in art. For most of his life Bill 
Waugh was a mechanical design engineer by profession with 
golf and painting as hobbies. His wife gave him a painting box 
as a present in 1982 and seven years on he was regarded as the 
leading water colourist in golfing art. Waugh’s first paintings, of 
Devon and Torbay, were sold for £20 each via his sister’s café on 
the River Dart. Later, he held an exhibition where the manager 
of the golf hotel at Moretonhampstead invited Waugh to paint 
the hotel, with one of the holes in the background. That was his 
trigger into the world of golf courses and his life took an abrupt 
change in direction. He retired from engineering at the age of 50 
to concentrate on his ambition to paint in watercolour and oil. 

His first exhibition was held at the Marine Hotel, Troon and 
provided Waugh with his most important contact- Severiano 

Ballesteros. In 1986 Ballesteros purchased a painting of the 
Belfry and it was agreed that he would sign all the 850 prints 
of this painting, the 10th hole of the Brabazon Course, which 
Seve had made famous by driving the green during the 1978 
Hennessy Cup, a team event between Britain and Continental 
Europe at The Belfry.

The world soon became the artist’s oyster. Waugh’s main 
medium is watercolour. ‘I try not to make my paintings contain 
too much green,’ he says. ‘With all the trees and grasses it can 
look too much like a golf course. You’ve got to put a few pinks 
and mauves in.’ His watercolours capture the variety of scenery 
on courses in the British Isles. He handles the difficulty of gain-
ing the perspective of humps and hollows with great skill; the 
proof of this was shown in his meteoric rise as a golfing artist.

It was due to Waugh being in the right place at the right time 
which lead to him meeting Robert Trent Jones while he was in 
Spain painting Valderrama and he was so impressed that he 
asked the artist to paint Sotogrande. For more than twenty-five 
years he worked closely with Robert Trent Jones, Snr and Jaime 
Ortiz-Patino. Bill Waugh was Robert Trent Jones favourite artist 
and Coral Ridge Country Club at Fort Lauderdale in Florida 
is where the unique friendship and association began between 
the golf legend and the artist and spanned over 25 years during 

The 11th H0le at Turnberry by Bill Waugh
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which time they created the Trent Jones Collection which was a 
series of sixteen limited edition prints depicting Robert Trent 
Jones Snr’s favourite golf holes and included Augusta 16th hole, 
Baltusrol, the Lower Course 4th hole, Ballybunion’s, the Cashen 
Course 7th hole. 

Throughout his painting career he was involved with the 
major golfing bodies and associations including USGA, the 
PGA of America, the Open, the Ryder Cup and the Disney 
Corporation. Completely self taught, Bill felt his natural style 
benefitted from the spontaneity that’s uncorrupted by formal 
training. He received special commissions to paint the official 
Open Championship Venues in 1986, 87 and 88 at Turnberry, 
Muirfield and Royal Lytham and the 1989 World Cup venue; 
also in 1988 Greg Norman commissioned a watercolour of 
Royal Troon.

Bill Waugh’s skills lie in both his landscape scenes and 
beautifully detailed clubhouse paintings, which invoke for 
many people very happy memories of their visits made to the 
Championship Courses in the British Isles and America. Grant 
Books produced a beautifully presented book in 2008 Walking 
the Fairways with golf artist Bill Waugh, a celebration of three 
decades of painting magnificent golf courses worldwide. Peter 
Alliss in his foreword writes, ‘Bill Waugh is one of those special 
gifted artists who has the skill to bring the golfing scene alive.’

In 2011 Waugh painted Ballesteros in his trademark dark 
blue jumper and white collar from a picture a commissioner 
gave him shortly before he died and was unfortunately unable 

to get Seve to sign it.

KENNETH REED FRSA
Kenneth Reed was born in 1941 in Hexham, Northumberland 
and is widely acclaimed as one of the international golf com-
munity’s finest artists. He studied at Newcastle College of Art 
& Industrial Design from 1958 until 1962 and was awarded 
a bursary by the Royal Society of Arts. During the 1960s on 
completion of his studies, he practiced graphic design with 
an international packaging company and later as a freelance 
designer and illustrator. In 1967 he was made a Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Arts. From 1969 he lectured at Cleveland 
College of Art and Design and for over 25 years pursued an 
academic career in parallel with that in golf art until 1996 when 
such was the demand for his services that he dedicated his skills 
full time to interpreting golf ’s wonderful landscapes. He has 
always lived in the North East of England and demonstrates an 
awareness and empathy for his chosen subject. 

Specialising in watercolours of British Isles golf courses 
since 1972 he has been creating the striking paintings of these 
landscapes, which also included such venues in America as 
Pebble Beach, Pinehurst, Augusta National, and Muirfield 
Village Golf Club in Dublin Ohio the venue of the 1987 Ryder 
Cup. His paintings grace the walls of many historic clubhouses 
including Sunningdale, Wentworth and Royal Troon.

Gary Player, Bob Charles, Greg Norman and Tom Weiskopf 
have commissioned his paintings over the years for their own 

The Old Bridge at St Andrews by Bill Waugh
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homes, and for Gary Player he has completed commissions 
of all the courses where he has won major championships. At 
the same time Reed was commissioned by the Championship 
Committee of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews 
and the United States Golf Association to create the official 
posters for their respective Open Championships between 
1995 and 2002. These original posters were done in gouache and 
featured a strong art-deco style with bright and bold colours – a 
departure from the artist’s distinctive oils and watercolours. The 
125th 1996 Open at Royal Lytham and St. Anne’s shows Bobby 
Jones winning the Open in 1926 and the 1998 US Open, at the 
Olympic Club shows the legendary Ben Hogan playing the final 
hole in the 1955 US Open. The Centennial US Open was held at 
Shinnecock Hills in 1995 and Kenneth Reed drew a number of 
watercolour sketches that appeared in the US Open Weekend 
Supplement of the Wall Street Journal.

 George F Peper, Editor in Chief of Golf Magazine, wrote 
of Kenneth’s work for the official U.S.G.A. portfolio as follows: 
‘The Centennial Open at Shinnecock marks a special moment 
in the history of golf, and the U.S.G.A. chose a special artist 
to commemorate it: Kenneth Reed. Over the past two decades 
Ken Reed has established himself as one of the world’s leading 

painters of golf course landscapes capturing the beauty and 
challenge of golf from Turnberry to Pebble Beach. But in 
contrast to most other artists in this genre, Reed is more than 
a rigid realist. While others use their paintbrushes to slavishly 
copy photographs, Reed goes the extra mile. His distinctive 
watercolours are as evocative as they are accurate. Anyone who 
has seen the colours in his St. Andrews skies knows that Ken 
takes the best of Mother Nature and then makes it even better.

Even before he became a painter however, Ken Reed was an 
outstanding graphic artist and he has returned to that discipline 
for the series of posters that commemorate the Centennial US 
Open. Combining an art deco style with bright modern colours, 
his designs celebrate the pageantry of Shinnecock in 1995 while 
honouring the long and distinguished history of America’s 
national championship.’ 

 Kenneth Reed’s artwork is very prominent in Traditions 
and Change with seven of his paintings of St Andrews having 
been reproduced in the book. Without question Kenneth Reed 
is unique amongst his peers in his versatility and he is equally 
at home and skilled in watercolour, oil, gouache or graphic art.   
His eldest son Alan has inherited his father’s talent for watercol-
our painting and has established a reputation in his own right.

1998 US Open poster - the Olympic Club by Kenneth Reed
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TERENCE MACKLIN

 Terence Macklin was born in Gillingham, Kent in 1948, the son 
of a gunsmith, and has fond memories of a childhood spent 
with his father in the beautiful countryside of Kent- the Garden 
of England. He showed an early aptitude for art and spent many 
hours learning his trade by sketching scenes from the surround-
ing countryside. He studied printing and graphics at Maidstone 
Art College and then became a graphic artist for eight years and 
continually strived for perfection.

 He has been a professional artist since leaving College with a 
degree in printing and graphics. Initially he made his reputation 
painting gun dogs and shooting scenes, but was also responsible 
for the dramatic canvas, based on a photographic original and 
done in 1986 and described at the time by Burlington Gallery’s 
catalogue as one of the ‘most exciting and animated of cricket-
ing oils’ which recalls the moment when Derek Underwood had 
Graham McKenzie caught close in by David Brown as Australia 
were beaten at the Oval in 1968 with all eleven England‘s play-
ers and the two Australian batsmen  pictured. This painting 
featured in the Wisden Book of Cricket Memorabilia. 

 Macklin is known as one of Britain’s leading sporting artists. 

He is extremely versatile and over the span of his career almost 
every superlative has described his talents whether he was paint-
ing gundogs, game birds, shooting, racing, equestrian scenes, 
rugby, cricket, football, or golf. His paintings reveal a strong love 
and affection for the subject and all his paintings have the same 
highly developed sensitivity and feeling for colour, movement 
and light. These are the qualities, which illuminate his paintings 
and make them so greatly prized by his many sporting patrons. 
Over the years Macklin received commissions to paint many of 
the leading sporting venues including Twickenham, Lords and 
St Andrews but he was equally at home in painting portraits of 
Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player.

 He began to specialise in golf subjects in the early 1990s. 
He gained further significant success- first with the painting 
and the poster for the 1990 Open Championship at St Andrews 
and he also painted the Professional’s shop and putting green at 
Wentworth and so impressed the European Ryder Cup Captain 
Bernard Gallacher that he bought the original. Phil Pilley in  his 
award winning book Golf Art asks the question why so few golf 
artists attempted and succeeded at showing golfers in action    
i.e. the swing rather than the address? Macklin is a golf artist 
who captures his figures so well and is able to demonstrate 

1996 Open Championship poster Royal Lytham and St Annes by Kenneth Reed
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ANTHONY OAKSHETT
Anthony Oakshett is a versatile artist equally at home compos-
ing portraits and very large canvasses. He has undertaken 
hundreds of commissions in his 35 year career which has taken 
him to many parts of Britain and overseas. He attended weekly 
drawing classes at Bournemouth and Poole College of Art while 
studying at Canford School, Wimborne before being awarded 
an exhibition in English at Christ’s College, Cambridge where 
he studied Architecture and History of Art. 

His first commissions came while he was still at Cambridge, 
notably a series of honorary fellows of Magdalene College 
including Benjamin Britten. Moving to London in the early 

eighties he continued to be in constant demand, working from 
a studio at 33 Tite Street, Chelsea from 1983 until 2007 in the 
same building as Julian Barrow. 

That year he was commissioned by the House of Lords to 
undertake the massive task of completing a set of five paint-
ings based on a series of ten tapestries, commissioned by the 
commander of the English fleet, Lord Howard of Effingham to 
celebrate the English victory in The Spanish Armada in 1588. 
The tapestries hung in the House of Lords Chamber for over 180 
years until they were destroyed by fire in 1834. The project is one 
of the largest art commissions in recent years for the Houses of 
Parliament and Oakshett brought together a team of five artists 
to paint five large canvasses that each measured 3.6 x 4.3m and 
took two and a half years to complete. He then moved to a much 
larger studio at the Bedfordshire stately home of Wrest Park to 
create the canvasses that replaced the original tapestries. The 
pictures now hang in their permanent position in the Prince’s 
Chamber in the House of Lords and complete the decoration 
of that room.

In 1994 Oakshett painted one of the most significant works 
of art ever produced in golf. The occasion pictures Jim Barnes 
teeing off for the United States at Wentworth in 1926. Its size, 

Royal St George’s by Terence Macklin

successfully that ability and also to achieve movement. This is 
shown perfectly in his painting of Royal St Georges which was 
commissioned by the Club Professional Niall Cameron for the 
members for the Celebration of the 122nd Open. Many of his 
paintings of St Andrews, Royal Cinque Ports, and Muirfield 
show golfers swinging their clubs rather than addressing the 
ball. 
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measuring over 10 feet in length and close to 5 feet in height is 
impressive in itself, but that is only the beginning for a painting 
that depicts the first shot hit in the match that was to become the 
forerunner to the official Ryder Cup. The painting of 170 people 
watching one man tee off includes Joyce Wethered, Henry 
Cotton, Harry Vardon, J H Taylor, Harry Colt, Abe Mitchell 
and Walter Hagen and hangs in the dining room of Wentworth 
Golf Club and took seven months to complete. He painted 
Sandy Lyle holing the final putt to win The Masters in 1988 and 
he beautifully captures this historic and dramatic moment in 
British golf- Sandy Lyle being the first British player to win this 
major event.

In a painting specially commissioned by the R&A to mark 
its 250th anniversary year, Oakshett shows the moment when 
HRH The Duke of York drove into office on 18th September 2003 
when he was Captain which was completed in 2006. Painted 
on a grand scale, it measures almost 2m high x 4m wide. The 
brief given to Oakshett requested a genuine reproduction of 
the event. In order to achieve this, the action was recorded on 
cine film from a scaffold that was erected on the Old Course. 
Photographers were also positioned on either side of the fairway 
and beside the cannon. The original remit stated that 200 of 

those present should be identifiable; however the final work 
shows over 500 individual portraits.

There is no doubt that Oakshett is a superb portrait painter 
and is there a better example than his portrait of the 1969 
Captain of the R&A the Rt. Hon. William Whitelaw which was 
commissioned by them in 2001. He painted HM The Queen in 
2005 for the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries and his works 
are in numerous collections including the House of Lords, the 
R&A, Wentworth, Sunningdale amongst others. 

JULIAN BARROW
Julian Gurney Barrow was born on the 28th of August 1939 in 
Kirklinton, Cumberland and was brought up in the county and 
later in the West Country market town of Bradford-on-Avon. 
He spent most of the war years in the village of Dacre three 
miles from Ullswater. Barrow was educated at Harrow where 
he discovered the joys of the art school. He was the second of 
five brothers notable for their wry, quirky sense of humour. 
His father was a solicitor who worked for Carr’s Biscuits in 
Carlisle and later for the Board of Trade and his mother, the 
distinguished artist Margaret MacInnes, had studied at the 
Edinburgh College of Art.. When he was prevented by an allergy 

The 17th green of the Old Course Walton Heath by Terence Macklin
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to horses from doing national service on medical grounds he 
instead enrolled at the Royal West of England Art College in 
Bristol. He did not take easily to classes and instead, in 1958, 
went to London to work with the Bond Street picture restorers 
William Drown & Sons where he spent many months restoring 
the original His Master’s Voice picture, featuring a dog beside 
a wind-up gramophone horn, which was their famous logo. 
Barrow went on to train as a restorer at the National Gallery. 

Then encouraged by a commission from the industrialist 
and Irish conservationist Ambrose Congreve, he took the 
plunge to become a painter in his own right. After studying in 
Florence under the celebrated Pietro Annigoni (famed for his 
1956 romantic portrait of the Queen) and Signorina Simi he 
travelled extensively, painting in Europe, the Americas, the Far 
and Near East and Australia, and exhibiting frequently in New 
York and the Middle East.

 Who could be more English than Julian Barrow? No one. 
Tall and slender with quizzical eyes that expressed geniality and 
curiosity he was seen daubing at a rather small canvas on a large 
easel almost anywhere in the world. It could be over a Venetian 
canal, on top of a Manhattan skyscraper, or in Tiananmen 
Square. Two places where I met him painting were in St Jame’s 
Street and Walton Heath Golf Course. He was one of the few 
landscape painters who worked almost entirely on the spot and 
was known primarily as ‘a country house painter par excellence.’ 
He painted mostly in oils and was admired for his paintings 
of English Country Houses. In addition he worked mainly on 

tranquil rural landscapes, bustling urban scenes, stylish interi-
ors, elegant facades, sensitive individual portraits and intriguing 
conversation pieces featuring family groups. His paintings were 
remarkable for the strong contrasts of light and shadow. The 
Queen, the Queen Mother and Prince Charles have all owned 
works by him.

In May 1961 he rented his first studio in Tite Street, across 
the road from the building that would later become his per-
manent home. He lived and worked for almost 50 years in this 
street in Chelsea, overlooking the Thames. He had a large top 
floor vaulted studio with its vast easterly-facing wide windows, 
which gaze directly upon The Royal Hospital gardens. It was 
a Victorian building that had been occupied by John Singer 
Sargent, Rex Whistler and Augustus John. Julian loved this 
rather austere street with its 1890s association with the artists 
and poets who meant so much to him. 

In 1970 he was commissioned to paint the splendid links of 
Royal West Norfolk at Brancaster. The painting is looking back 
towards the eighteenth green and the first tee and is featured in 
The Sunley Book of Royal Golf  by Sir Peter Allen and in Golfing 
Art by Phil Pilley. So successful was this that he went on to 
paint further fine atmospheric pictures at Sunningdale, Royal 
St George’s, St Georges Hill, Walton Heath, and the Berkshire 
where there are four of his paintings hanging in their club house, 
and the 1985 Open at Royal St Georges. Barrow did not play 
golf, but as Phil Pilley commented ‘his landscapes are evidence 
of a sympathetic “feel” for the subject.’ In British Sporting Art 

Sandy Lyle holing the final putt to win The Masters  in 1988 and the Rt. Hon. William Whitelaw both by Anthony Oakshett
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in the Twentieth Century Stella A Walker records the painting 
of Severiano Ballesteros playing his tee shot at the 9th hole on 
the Old Course in the 1987 European Open Championship at 
Walton Heath and comments that ‘the artist, Julian Barrow, a 
specialist in stately home subjects has found a new metier in 
his atmospheric pictures of golfing occasions.’ Interestingly 
Anthony Oakshett painted the actual Ballesteros figure in the 
picture and recently mentioned to me that Julian loved painting 
golf courses.

Julian Barrow painted Elizabeth II in 1977 receiving the 
Jubilee Address on the 25th anniversary of her accession to the 
throne in Westminster Hall. Six of Julian’s paintings are in the 
Parliamentary Art Collection and they are currently on display 
in the House of Lords, the House of Commons and 1 Parliament 
Street.

In The Telegraph obituary in September 2013 Julian Barrow 
was described as ‘A prolific traditionalist, he painted almost 
1000 country seats, great and small across the world, in a style 
that was reassuringly conventional but not dull…’ His funeral 
service took place at St. Luke’s in Chelsea and was attended by 
over one thousand friends and family. Harriet Bridgeman was a 
long time friend of Julian and was the first artist she asked to be 
a trustee for the Artists’ Collecting Society and said of her friend 

‘Julian was charming, always welcoming, diplomatic and quietly 
enthusiastic, the sort of person one is always so happy to see.’ 

His work has been praised over the years by a number of 
commentators, including John Julius Norwich, who once wrote, 
‘Julian Barrow’s pictures convince us that whatever terrible 
things happen in the world there is beauty aplenty for the asking 
and for the taking.’
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Letter from Oz
Peter Gompertz 

sends his annual Christmas greetings from Down Under

I normally return to ‘the old dart’ in July for a dose of 
links golf, which I miss very much, and to take part in 
our Open meeting but this year I hung my trip on the 
Nick Park Memorial tournament at Temple Golf Club 

just outside Henley on Thames and run by supporters of www.
realgolfcampaign.org ( I did manage to get to Macrihanish, and 
Dunaverty, and then took to the high seas to play Askernish. 
Special! ) I was sorry not to meet up with any BGCS members; 
but no matter. As editor of The Long Game, journal of the Golf 
Society of Australia I read the golf press on a regular basis and 
have become increasingly aware of a worldwide movement to 
speed up the game of golf. Apparently most rounds are taking 
the thick end of five hours which is discouraging new entrants 
to our great game, and probably upsetting the older members 
as well. There are myriad reasons for slow play but a lot of 
commentators are blaming the ball. I don’t need to say which 
one it is but it combines a solid core for maximum distance 
and a surlyn casing to assist with control around, and on, the 
greens. Jack Nicklaus voiced his concerns by asking ‘When will 
they wake up? This ball is making the great courses obsolete’, 
and Gary Player isn’t too impressed with ‘boring, eye-straining 
holes with thick rough and daft greens’ so REAL golf is trying 
to make golf Recreational, Enjoyable, Affordable and Less time 
consuming. I commend them to you. 

Meanwhile the management of Wembley Golf Course in 
Perth have come up with an original solution to slow play, 
particularly as it affects golfing beginners ( or are they a part 
of the problem? ). The booking sheets on the website have been 
colour coded as per traffic lights on our roads; green, a great 
time to be on the course if you are new to the game; amber, can 
sometimes be busy, some golfing experience recommended and 
red, very busy, pace of play is an important consideration. The 
aim is to ensure that beginners enjoy a more peaceful introduc-
tion to the game, and no doubt to keep them out of the way of 
experienced golfers. It is a worthy cause but a little voice in the 
back of my head is asking ‘how are these new blokes going to 
learn the etiquette?’ I hope to visit Perth, and Wembley Golf 
Course, in the near future and will ask how it is going.

Recently I came across an anonymous opinion that ‘golf is 
no good unless you take it seriously, and if you take it seriously, 
it breaks your heart’ – debatable! Leaving aside the second 
half of that quote I have come across a senior golfer here in 
Melbourne who takes his golf very seriously indeed. From 
time to time our golf istorians meetings have been addressed 
by a leading Melbourne historian, Professor Weston Bate. 
Weston has written a number of books including Sustaining 
the Dream, a history of Metropolitan Golf Club ( venue for last 

years’ Australian Masters ) and Heads You Win, the history of 
Barwon Heads Golf Club, the closest to a links course that we 
get in the Melbourne area; Paula and I played the course in 2004 
as reciprocal members of Saunton. Before we left I asked the 
receptionist if they had a copy of their 1907-1973 club history 
that I could buy. On checking with the manager she was told 
to give me the front desk copy – gratis. Very civil of him! But I 
digress. Weston Bate flew Lancaster bombers in World War II 
and is now 91; on both counts he is fortunate to be still with us 
but more than that he is still golfing; in fact, in the week before 
I sat down to write this Weston Bate played in the final of the 
C grade Championship of Metropolitan Golf Club a leading 
sand belt Championship course. That particular Sunday we had 
unseasonal hot dry winds from our north and the temperature 
reached 31C (88 F ! ). Weston walked the course, but had a 
caddy. His opponent, Andrew Burridge, who suffers advanced 
MS, rode in a cart. The match was supposed to be over 18 holes 
but as they were all square after 18 they had to play sudden death 
extra holes which ended on the second hole after Andrew had 
hit his second shot into the face of a ditch. Discussions about 
where Andrew should take his penalty drop were resolved with 
the assistance of a young club member, Todd Sinnot, who has 
just turned pro and in the middle of November will be playing 
in the European Tour Final Qualifying event at PGA Catalunya 
Resort at Girona, Spain. Make a note of his name, Todd hits 
the ball a prodigious length and holds the course record, 63, at 
Castle Stuart. After seeing his opponent hole out for a 6 Weston 
was faced with a heartstopping downhill putt of sixteen inches 
with the wind behind. He managed to trickle it down into the 
cup to sustained cheers from the 60 members in the gallery; as 
they applauded, the two warriors hugged for some moments in 
the centre of the green ( holding each other up? ); they were then 
applauded all the way back to the clubhouse and were greeted 
with another standing ovation when they made their entrance 
to the main bar for the presentations. 

One of the advantages of living in Melbourne is that our 
sand belt courses attract some big professional tournaments 
and if one can bear to give up a couple of games on your home 
course you can volunteer to be a marshal. About 240 of the 
460 volunteers who contribute to the smooth running of these 
tournament are hole marshals from fourteen clubs in Victoria. 
One lady volunteer from Broome in Western Australia, about 
a 2,000 mile round trip, pays her own fare to Melbourne to be 
involved. I have been fortunate enough to be a marshal for a 
World Cup, a President’s Trophy and several Australian Masters 
at Royal Melbourne, Kingston Heath, Victoria, Metropolitan 
and this year at Huntingdale. Lots of memories include being 
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about twenty feet from Adam Smith when he hit driver off the 
fairway for his second shot on the par five 14th which got to the 
front of the green for a relatively easy two putt birdie. During 
the President’s Trophy at Royal Melbourne I was Drive marshall 
on the 11th tee and three feet behind Tiger Woods; I particularly 
noticed that he had a very well-filled wallet in his back pocket. 
When one of my colleagues asked if there was a lot of money in 
the wallet I responded that I thought it was filled with telephone 
numbers! Some weeks after the event most marshals gather at 
the club for a free round of golf; a bargain to play on a course 
where the green fee is eye wateringly expensive.

With that happy thought I will take my leave and look 
forward to reading each issue of Through The Green, and of golf 
days on the great courses that make you welcome. The beach 
isn’t quite warm enough yet but it will be over Christmas and I 
will raise a glass of chilled Sav Blanc to those who haven’t been 
able to get here yet.

Peter Gompertz ( aka The Mad Pom)

letter from oz

As usual on the first morning, Thursday, was dedicated 
to trading and swopping. For this tenth anniversary we had 
a pretty good activity with eight tables full of excellent items. 
From clubs to books and from postcards to medals.

After the lunch, and a warm welcome from Mr Francois 
Naumann, President or the Valescure GC, JBK, current 
President of the EAGHC, opened the meeting with a presenta-
tion of the first clubs on the French Riviera. He was immediately 
followed by Cécilia Lyon on the history of Valescure. We must 
say here that Cécilia just published an excellent book on the 
history of the club. It is in French, but the quality is so high and 
the illustrations so numerous and so rarely seen that it worth 
while to buy it – even if you do not read French fluently.  

Christop Meister then gave a presentation on defunct golf 
courses and the first day sessions ended with the Nijs (Sara and 

Geert) explaining to us that ‘all roads lead to St Andrews’. On the 
second day we enjoyed listening John Hanna trying to keep us 
on the safe side of the collecting, while Henri Jakubowicz was 
shared with us his passion for golf books – especially on ladies 
golf and putting. 

Leif Einarsson closed the meeting with a pleasant report 
on his participation in the Oakurst Hickory event in America. 
We should add that the celebration dinner was excellent and 
brilliantly animated by David Kirwood and Czeslaw Kruk – 
selling in auction a nice oil on canvas painted by Viktor Cleve 
and representing the Grand Duke Michel and Countess Sophie 
de Torby at Valescure. If the practice round was cancelled due to 
unusual heavy raining, the European Hickory Invitational was 
a great success. The winners received a nice gold plated medal, 
specially struck by the Kirkwood workshop for the EAGHC.

Some of the members of the EAGHC at the Annual Meeting at Valescure G C  St Raphael, French Riviera

A short report on the 10th AGM of the European Association of Golf Historians and Collectors

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

From the Editor
Once again I would thank all the contributors for enabling me 
to produce a TTG complete with so many interesting and varied 
articles. I would also like to thank Philip Donald for his skills 
in proofreading.
Another golfing season, in the northern hemisphere at least,  
has come to an end but it is great see in the Provisional Fixture 
List many great courses lined up for us all to play, mostly with 
both hickory shafted and steel shafted clubs.
While I have enjoyed being Editor by the time I publish the 
March magazine I will be in my 79th year. Mavis, my family 
and many of my friends keep telling me to slow down. So I 
have decided to hand over to a new Editorial Board which will 
take care of the publication of TTG from  the June issue for the 
forseeable future.
If you would be interested in playing even a small part in the 
new team please contact the Hon. Secretry Bob Fletcher or John 
Pearson.
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Three Jovial Golfers Part I

Miles Macnair 
examines ‘Three Jovial Golfers in search of the perfect course.’

My father, Captain Ian Macnair RN, was a very 
sound club golfer, who retained his handicap 
of 12 well into his 70s. (See TTG March 2007) 
He was a great admirer of the distinguished golf 

writer Bernard Darwin and among the memorabilia I inherited 
from him was a set of Churchmans cigarette cards for which 
Darwin wrote the ‘script’. I gather that my set was issued in 
1935; so the clubs used are referred to as ‘brassies’, ‘spoons’ and 
‘niblicks’ etc. The story on the cards is given in the title of this 
article and involves three golfers of very different standards, 
who set out to play, what I assume was, Darwin’s own selection 
of the perfect holes on Britain’s mainland golf courses, divided 
into two rounds – 18 seaside and 18 inland. (Another set was 
printed later to cover Ireland.) 

‘Mr Tiger’ has a very low handicap, strikes the ball a long 
way, has a wide selection of shots to suit different conditions 
and usually gets his par – or better. He is taciturn but sometimes 
offers advice to his companions on the correct line to take. At 
the opposite end of the scale is ‘Mr Rabbit’ who is very nervous 
on the tee, tends to top the ball along the ground but takes great 
delight in the occasional good or lucky shot. If he does stray off 
the fairway into scrub or heather the ball often ends up in his 
pocket or is never seen again. ‘Mr Everyman’ has all the virtues 
and the failings of the average club player. He can hit the ball 
quite a long way off the tee but has a tendency to slice (or occa-
sionally hook). His ball has the habit of ending up in bunkers, 
which he claims to be very bad luck. In his exasperation, he then 
fails to get out – or run across the green into another. He is in 
awe of ‘Mr Tiger’, though ignores his suggestions about the cor-
rect line to take, and he is very patronising towards ‘Mr Rabbit’.

In a very few words, Bernard Darwin manages to describe 
the challenges and delights of each of his selected holes, and 
through the characters of each golfer defines the way that they 
should be played. (I am sure these examples strike chords with 
some readers who may wish to comment on any holes that have 
changed character since these cards were issued.)

SEASIDE COURSES.
1st hole at Hoylake 415 yards. ‘Good hole for you, Rabbit,’ said 
Mr Everyman. ‘You can top all the way.’ ‘But it looks very long’ 
murmured Mr Rabit. ‘Pooh’ said Mr Everyman; but the wind 
took his second just out of bounds into the field. He went on 

slicing and getting angrier until he ran out of balls. Mr Tiger’s 
second was too safe and trickled over the green to the left: he 
missed his four. Mr Rabiit took the corner wide; three half tops, 
a scuffle and a putt – five. ‘I win with my stroke ,’ said Mr Rabbit 
modestly. ‘Longest way round, shortest way home.’ 

3rd hole at Portmarnock 385 yards. ‘Seems to be nothing in 
the way here,’ said Mr Everyman. ‘There’s plenty on either side,’ 
suggested Mr Rabbit innocently. Thereupon Mr Everyman 
hooked into the terrible rough and said Mr Rabbit had put him 
off. This put poor Mr Rabbit off and he sliced onto the marsh. 
Each had lots of trouble to get back to the fairway; each took at 
least six and confided in Mr Tiger his opinion of the other. Mr 
Tiger went straight and got home in two. He thought it one of 
finest holes he had ever seen, but thought he had better not say 
so just then.

5rd hole at Royal Lytham 190 yards. ‘They wept like anything 
to see such quantities of sand,’ murmured Mr Rabbit as he stood 
on the tee. ‘Bunkers to the left of them, bunkers to the right of 
them,’ said Mr Tiger, who seldom broke into poetry. ‘Pooh,’ said 
Mr Everyman, ‘just hit out freely and you’ll keep straight.’ And 
the worst of it was that he did and reached the green and got 
a three. Mr Tiger was caught in a pot and took four and as for 
poor Mr Rabbit he progressed from one pot to another his hair 
and his boots were full of sand and he never holed out at all. 

4th hole at Prestwick 378 yards. ‘More of these confounded 
burns’ said Mr Everyman, who had just got into one at the 
Cardinal. He sliced again but lay just safe on the burn’s edge, 
played a good second and got a four. So did Mr Tiger, but Mr 
Everyman had a stroke. Mr Rabbit was so frightened of the burn 
and went so far round by the left that he could not get up under 
four. ‘Never mind’ he said, ‘Taylor once took seven here, so I 
beat him.’

7th hole at Brancaster 480 yards. Mr Tiger took the hole 
in two big hops, one over the marsh on to the Strath and the 
second over more marsh to the green. Mr Everyman being very 
proud tried to emulate him and went into the marsh and there 
grounded his club. ‘Shall we claim the hole, Rabbit?’ said Mr 
Tiger.  ‘Oh if that’s how you play’ said Mr Everyman furiously 
and picked up. Mr Rabbit made one hop to the Strath, topped 
his second safely along it, then hopped over the narrow strip and 
got a five. ‘Nothing like the instalment system’ said Mr Rabbit.

7th hole at Sandwich (Prince’s) 391 yards. Mr Tiger said it was 
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a long carry to the right against the wind: Mr Everyman said it 
wasn’t and he always went straight at dog-leg holes: and ‘I can’t 
reach it anyway’ said Mr Rabbit. So Mr Tiger carried the middle 
of the bunker and Mr Everyman went bang in and Mr Rabbit 
went humbly round the left hand corner. Mr Everyman got well 
out and got a five and so did Mr Rabbit. Mr Tiger hit a fine iron 
shot to the green but he nearly took three putts. The ball went all 
round the tin. ‘Well holed’ said Mr Everyman in a hollow voice 
that deceived nobody.

7th hole at Hoylake 200 yards. Mr Tiger thought it a good 
hole because it asked for a low shot. He played a beauty which 
just skirted the rushes and got his three. Mr Rabbit thought it a 
nice hole because he could top without getting into trouble. He 
did top and got his four. Mr Everyman thought it a beastly hole 
because he hit a high shot with a hook which is the wrong thing 
to do and the ball bounded on the green and over the cop out of 
bounds. He did it again – and again.

8th hole at Rye 165 yards. There was a strong wind from 
the left and Mr Tiger almost held his shot up too much, but 
he just got it on the green and laid a long curly putt dead. Mr 
Everyman’s shot looked lovely but the wind got it and he went 
over the green to the right. Mr Rabbit tried so hard not to slice 
that he went into the valley on the left and was more pleased 
than if he reached the green. They both took two more to 
scramble up onto the green and Mr Rabbit three-putted, but 
he did not care. ‘To hook is a strong man’s vice’ he said proudly.

9th hole at Muirfield 483 yards. Mr Tiger said it was a very 
narrow shot but drove straight between the two bunkers and 
Mr Everyman said ‘Nonsense – heaps of room’ but went into 
the left-hand bunker and then said it wasn’t fair. Mr Rabbit had 
the best fun: he jumped a bunker with his second and his third 
would have certainly gone out of bounds, but the ball hit the 
wall and bounded back to the green. ‘Sorry’ giggled Mr Rabbit 
– but he wasn’t.

14th hole at Portmarnock 386 yards. ‘That’s Ireland’s eye’ said 
Mr Rabbit mildly pointing to the distance. ‘Keep your own eye 
on the ball and don’t talk’ said Mr Everyman, who had never 
stopped talking. He refused to drive to the right as he was told, 
so he was bunkered on the left – out in two – to the right in 
three – six. Mr Rabbit hit three nice shots but got above the hole. 
‘Whoa!’ said poor Mr Rabbit to his putt but it wouldn’t – six. 
Mr Tiger drove well to the right from the tee – prudently rather 
short in two – uphill putt dead – four.

14th hole at St. Andrews (Old) 527 yards. Mr Tiger drove to 
the left, played his second to the left on St. Regulus Tower and 
home with a run-up – five. Mr Everyman hit a very long drive 
down the Elysian Fields. ‘I’m not afraid of Hell’ he shouted and 
carried it with a slice. This left him an almost impossible pitch 
– over the green –six. Mr Rabbit trundled safely along by the 
left: all went well till it came to the run-up. First he ran over the 
green one way; then he ran over it coming back. ‘Ping Pong’ 
said poor Mr Rabbit.

15th hole at Sandwich (Royal St Georges) 454 yards. A 
Triumph for Mr Everyman. He was too proud to play short, 

but his ball ran along the path in the bunker and he got a four. 
Mr Tiger’s was nearly a beauty but slightly hooked; he had a 
horrid chip from the left and could not get dead. Mr Rabbit 
got a good strategic position but funked the cross-bunker, half-
topped his third and ran over – six. ‘Splendid two shotter,’ said 
Mr Everyman, ‘won it without my stroke.’ 

16th hole at Aberdovey 280 yards. ‘280 yards’ said Mr Tiger 
and went for the green, but his ball kicked off the last hill into 
the road and he took five. As Mr Everyman drove, the bell rang 
at the short hole next door. That put him off; he sliced into san-
dhills and he took five. Mr Rabbit’s ball would have gone onto 
the railway but it hit a post and bounced back. ‘How fortunate’ 
cried Mr Rabbit. He seized his brassie. The ball hopped and 
skipped and ran onto the green He took four. ‘Dear me’, he said, 
‘I’ve beaten their best ball.’

16th hole at Westward Ho! 145 yards. Mr Everyman thought 
it the best short hole in the world until his ball trickled off the 
green towards the right bunker. Then he thought it the worst, 

Jovial Golfers
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but when his ball turned out not to be in the bunker and he 
had laid his chip dead he said it was the best after all. Mr Tiger 
thought it easy if you hit it perfectly straight but that isn’t easy. 
Mr Rabbit was so certain that he would slice or hook that he 
went quite straight but not far enough – pot bunker – two to 
get out –five. ‘Rather out of your class there’ said Mr Everyman.

17th hole at Saunton 421 yards. Mr Tiger seldom spoke but 
Saunton made him say he’d never seen more glorious golfing 
country. This was after he’d carried the sandhills at just the 
right spot and so home with another fine shot for four. Mr 
Everyman said the tee-shot must hug the sandhills. ‘You hugged 
them rather too tight, didn’t you?’ asked Mr Rabbit guilelessly. 
However he was punished for his malice, for he was caught in 
another line of waving hills to be carried with the second. So 
they both took six and for once rather sympathised with each 
other. 

17th hole at St. Andrews (Old) 467 yards. Mr Tiger drove over 
the sheds; second safe to the right; rather short with his run 

up; five. Mr Everyman also carried the Sheds. ‘Take your iron’ 
said his caddy. ‘Brassey!’ said Mr Everyman. Into the road he 
went – back across the green into the road bunker and stayed 
there. He turned purple and Mr Tiger said ‘it takes a man with 
a heid to play gorf.’ Mr Rabbit laughed. He had sneaked past 
Cheape with his drive, stopped just short of the Scholar’s bunker 
with his second, meant to play short but topped his third and 
ran onto the green; then he holed a long putt for four.

18th hole Deal (Cinque Ports) 415 yards. Mr Tiger got home 
on to the plateau with a drive and a big iron and got four. Mr 
Everyman nearly got home with his brassey but the ball rolled 
back off the bank and he could not beat five. Mr Rabbit hit a 
good drive, but those whom the gods wish to punish they first 
make mad; so he would take his brassey for his second to carry 
the ditch and went flop in.’ Oh if I had only played short’, sighed 
poor Mr Rabbit. ‘I told you to take an iron’ said Mr Everyman. 
‘Yah!’ said Mr Rabbit, for once quite angry.

18th hole at Carnoustie 453 yards. ‘There seem to be burns 
everywhere’ exclaimed poor Mr Rabbit as they stood on the tee. 
‘This ditch gives my hydrophobia to look at it’, but he managed 
to hit three straight ones of some sort or other and won the hole 
from both with his five. Mr Tiger, though he did get over in two 
long shots, for once took three putts. As for Mr Everyman he 
sliced into the burn off the tee and tried an insane carry and got 
in it again in front of the green. ‘I like a hole that makes you use 
your head’ said Mr Rabbit rather maliciously.
__________________________________________________

Subscription Notice 2016
The finances of the Society over recent years have strengthened 
not least because of the improvement in both the collection and 
process of payment of annual subscriptions. On this basis the 
Committee has decided to maintain UK subscriptions for 2016 
at the current levels for the third year running, ie;

Full member UK £40
Joint full member UK £50

To avoid any adverse currency variations and loses on transla-
tion European and Overseas Associate are requested to pay 
their 2016 subscriptions in Sterling GBP, thus;

Full member Europe £50  (2015: €60)
Joint Full member Europe £55  (2015: €70)
Overseas Associate member £52 (2015: USD$80) 
All subscriptions are due in full on 1st January 2016.

As last year the preferred payment method for all UK members 
is by Direct Debit. For those members not yet signed up to this 
process a Direct Debit mandate form is available on the website 
for completion and return to myself. Will those small number 
of members who insist on paying by cheque or Standing Order 
please ensure that payment is made in full on the due date.
All international members will again this year by invoiced indi-
vidually, via email using PayPal, in advance in December 2015.  
As noted above invoicing and settlement will be in Sterling.

Your co-operation is very much appreciated. Please contact 
me should you have any issues.
           Stephen Grimoldby Honorary Treasurer
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Irish Musings
by John Hanna

The 1934 Irish Open Championship

When the Golfing Union of Ireland brought 
the Irish Open Championship back to 
Portmarnock Golf Club there was great 
excitement among the locals because among 

the entrants was the great Gene Sarazen. At this time he was in 
his prime, he had already won the U S Open twice, the last time 
in 1932, he had won the PGA Championship in 1922, 1923 and 
also in 1933.  He became The Masters champion in 1935.  So his 
appearance along with Joe Kirkwood was greatly anticipated.  
Sadly the galleries were to be disappointed as Gene failed to 
turn up.  In fact he had just completed playing in an exhibi-
tion match at Carlow Golf Club. On arrival at Portmarnock 
Kirkwood explained that Sarazen had received a telegram that 
morning informing him that his father was seriously ill and that 
he was returning home.

Another player the galleries were looking forward to seeing 
was Syd Brews, the current South African and French Open 
Champion, who had also been the runner-up to Henry Cotton 
in the Open Championship held the previous month. Among 
the 167 entries were most of the previous winners. In fact the 
only one who did not play was Abe Michell but he was in 
attendance. All the others George Duncan, Ernest Whitcombe, 
Charles Whitcombe, Alf Padgham and E W H Kenyon who 
scored his second victory in the last championship at Malone 
G.C. Alf Padgham had also done well in the recent Open finish-
ing in third place.

It is indicative of a different way of thinking at this time 
but the Portmarnock members were also worried that their 
course would prove too easy and that scores of 68 would be 
common place. Part of the reason for this was because of a 
strange phenomenon for Ireland. The course could not have 
suffered from more adverse conditions than those experienced 
from the spring of 1933 to July of 1934. Rain had avoided the 
sandy peninula  on which the course is situated in the most 
extraordinary manner and the sun had burnt it abnormally. It 
was feared that with the hard fairways and rough, which had 
not grown, the players would find it too easy. Yet at the end the 
scores were not that low with only three players breaking 70. 
All the players commented favourably on the course compared 

to courses across the water and some players even said that 
Portmarnock was the most difficult course they had ever played 
over. 

On the first day, for about six hours, it was George Duncan 
who led the field with a round of 75 but he was deprived of 
the honour when Syd Brews, the South African came in later 
with  a 73, shortly afterwards he was joined by the american 
Joe Kirkwood. While they were being congratulated Syd 
Easterbrook (Knowle, Bristol) equalled the professional record 
with a 72. As the wind dropped a little W H Davies of Wallasey 
broke the record held by the local professional Willie Nolan 
with a 71. Out in 37, Davies only error on the inward half was 
three-putting from four yards on the twelfth hole to be home 
in 34. 

So the leaders after the first day were:-
W H Davies 71, S Easterbrook 72, S Brews 73,
J Kirkwood 73, M McInnes 74, George Duncan 75 
and W Jarman also 75.

On the second day the Wallasey man had another fine round 
of 72 giving him an aggregate of 143. Syd Easterbrook also had 
a good round of 73 and a total of 145 to be in second place.  A 
J Lacey, who had a first round of 76, was much better and if it 
had not been for a 6 at the fourth hole, where he cut his second 
shot and took three putts he would have beaten Davies’ record 
71, made in the first round. Moses O’Neill currently ‘unattached’ 

Irish Musings
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Mrs Albert Ryan, wife of the captain, assisted by William 
Fitzsimons, Captain of Portmarnock G C, 1926 / 1927, presenting 

the prize to the runner-up and best amateur Mr J C Brown .     
H M Cairnes, Captain in 1930 / 1931, is in the background

was the best of the Irish on 148 with rounds of 76 and 72. John 
McKenna (County Armagh) was the best of the Ulster profes-
sionals with a score of  151. One or two amateurs were also well 
placed. It is interesting to note C W Pope (Fortwilliam), the 
oldest member of the Irish Professionals Golfers Association, 
got in among the qualifiers when he added a 78 to his first round 
of 84. The reporter from the Belfast News-Letter wrote ‘the man-
ner in which he avoided troubles which most younger players 
found was most artistic’.  High scores by Alf Padgham, E W H 
Kenyon(the holder) and Joe Kirkwood makes their qualifing 
unlikely. At the end of the first two days play the leading 60 
players, plus those tied for sixtieth place, qualified to play in 
the final two  rounds.

The leading qualifiers were:-
W H Davies (Wallasey)  72, 71 = 143
S Easterbrook (Knowle) 72,73 = 145
A J Lacey (Berkshire)   76,71 = 147
M O’Neill (unattached)  76,72 = 148
Syd Brews (South Africa) 73,76 = 149

The next day the headlines, as it happened, were not all about 
the top professionals who were participating. An amateur 
became the centre of attention at the end of the third round. 
Joe Brown, aged just 23, from Waterford broke the course record 
with a 68, which was four shots better than that of Willie Nolan 
set in 1927.  In fact his round could have been one better if his 
bold putt on the last green had gone in to the hole instead of 
bouncing out. 
His figures were
out 4, 4, 3,  5, 4, 4, 3, 4,4, = 35
home 4, 3, 5,  5, 4, 2, 4, 4, 4 = 33 Total 68
At this stage of the tournament he was just two shots off the 
lead held by Syd Easterbrook. His final round of 73 was a disap-
pointment for him but it could not be described as a collapse as 
he still managed to finish in second place albeit seven strokes 
behind the winner. Syd Easterbrook of Knowle Golf Club began 
his final round with the amateur’s score in his mind  and started 
brilliantly with 4, 3, 3, but had a mediocre patch of 3, 5, 5, result-
ing in an outward half of 36 but his homeward nine astonished 
most of the spectators with five threes and equalled the record 
Brown had set in the morning. This gave him an aggregate score 
of 284, which in itself was a record. It was the best score ever in 
the championship and was no fewer than 25 shots better than 
the total of Abe Mitchell  when he won the championship on 
this same course five years ago.
Easterbrook’s figures were:-
out 4, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 4, = 36
home 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 3, 5 = 32 Total 68

Joe Brown had won the Irish Amateur Close Championship 
for the  two previous years and was to win it again in 1958. He 
became the first amateur to be runner-up for the Irish title and, 
indeed, also the first Irishman to have been in that position. 

It is rarely remembered then, as much as it is nowadays, 
but it was Easterbrook who holed the winning putt in the 
Ryder Cup in 1933. He defeated Densmore Shute by holing a 

difficult downhill putt on the eighteenth green at Southport and 
Ainsdale. Ironically it was Shute who had won The Open. 

The top finishers were:-
S Easterbrook (Knowle) 72 73 71 68 = 284
Mr J C Brown (Waterford) 77, 73, 68, 73 = 291
W H Davies (Wallasey)  71, 72, 76, 73 = 292
M Seymour (Crow Wood) 76, 74, 73, 70 = 293
The winner lifted prize money of £150 plus the medal, Davies 

£90, Mark Seymour £60, Whitcombe and Dailey shared £90, 
while £150 was shared between Syd Fairweather (Malone) the 
leading Irish player, A J Lacey, J Kirkwood, and A H Padgham.

Talking about money, readers may recall that the Golfing 
Union of Ireland placed a levy on all members of Irish golf 
clubs to fund the championship. Still there were those about 
who did not think this money was well spent. They argued that 
it would be much better used to organise top exhibition matches 
in different parts of the country. The reporter in Irish Golf wrote 

‘but does Irish Golf and Ireland generally not gain much 
renown from a representative championship of this kind? It is 
open to us to be parochial golfers pure and simple or to spread 
our tentacles and by big endeavour become members of the 
community of ‘world golfers’. Let us be glad we have the men 
(GUI?) with the push to make the endeavour successful.’

If the same reporter was to look at Irish Golf over the last few 
decades I think he would agree that Irish Golf has indeed 
become part of the ‘world golfers’. The reporter concluded 
‘Surely that ‘one shilling’ is little for such a week of golf to 
see or to read about.’
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‘Hitting a ball over a mark’ is the point of cross hazards. 
Whether they take the form of cops, bunkers, ditches, roads or 
burns stretching across fairways, cross hazards were thought 
essential because only they would prevent topped-shots from 
rolling out as far as well-hit shots, a result that would ‘level’ 
good and bad play. The frequency of cross hazards on late 
Victorian golf courses should not be understood as a primitive 
form of architecture or as an aesthetic choice. Cross hazards 
were believed to be indispensable to separating bad shots from 
better shots.  

Low singled out the Suez Canal hole as highlighting the 
main problems with Victorian designs:

At present the crack just hits, with a light heart, over the 
dangers of the course, and his ball is never nearer a bunker than 
when, forty feet in the air, it soars gaily onward. Hilton, Taylor, 
and Vardon all write of the fourteenth hole at Sandwich as an 
ideal hole. If I could drive as well as Vardon it would give me no 
fun at all to play that hole. Two smacks down an almost bound-
less meadow and two jumps, one over water, and one over sand; 
for such a player there seems no possibility of trouble.7

Low proposed a different function for hazards. Rather than 
serving primarily as things to ‘hit over’, hazards should define 
playing choices. They should require ‘the accurate placing of the 
ball’ in light of the demands of the following shot. When haz-
ards are so located, the closer one plays to them, the easier the 
next shot. And if a golfer’s shot-making is not up to his scoring 
ambitions, suffering a hazard is the price of his miscalculation.  

If you place your side hazards and your pot bunkers near 
enough to be carried they lose their efficacy. If a player wishes 
to drive far I would compel him to drive straight as well; if he 
is to slog let him take great risks. I would therefore advocate 
more bunkers, far more bunkers; not two or three, but thirty or 
forty more on nearly every course I know. The player should, 
in my view, have to steer his way through the hazards of the 
course, playing each shot in fear and trembling. He should, 
moreover, have to go near the hazards, so closely should they 
girt his path.8

The passage would have been something of a bombshell. 
Low was flouting the era’s deepest convictions about how the 
game should be played, taking direct aim at the Victorian 

John Low and Two Ideas of Golf

An article by John Laing Low in an issue of Golf 
Illustrated  dated the 8th of March 1901 marked a 
pivotal moment in golf course architecture. The 
article, titled ‘What Is, or What Makes, a Good 

Golfing Hole?’1 , was Low’s contribution to a survey of golf holes 
being conducted by the magazine’s editor, Garden G Smith. A 
couple of months earlier Smith had asked prominent golfers 
to pick their favourite ‘one, two and three shot holes’ and give 
reasons for their choices.2 Smith’s hope was that a consensus 
about the best holes in Britain would facilitate ‘green-makers’ 
in building new courses. Almost everyone who was anyone in 
British golf took part.

To Smith’s disappointment a consensus proved elusive.3  
Ironically, however, there was near unanimity about the design 
features good holes should have. Virtually all of the contributors 
echoed Victorian orthodoxies regarding the need for proper 
hole lengths (a multiple of ‘full shots’) and cross hazards placed 
to catch topped-shots. The two principles, often referred to as 
the ‘Procrustean Axioms’ of golf architecture, were thought to 
be exemplified by the 14th at Sandwich, the Suez Canal hole. 
It required three ‘full shots’ to reach the green and demanded 
carries over several cross hazards along the way.4

But what started as a polite rehash of late Victorian 
orthodoxies ended on a different note with Low’s contribution 
in early March.5 In what was perhaps the first stone thrown 
in a revolution in golf course architecture, Low attacked the 
assumptions on which those orthodoxies rested. He began by 
contrasting ‘two ideas of Golf ’:

Two ideas of Golf seem today to be striving for the mastery, 
and it is necessary to take up a position, to show a flag, in order 
to indicate the standpoint from which one views the discussion. 
The two views that seem prevalent among golfers that I meet 
with are these: 

(i) That the ideal game consists in hitting a ball over a
mark.
(ii) That the ideal game consists in the accurate placing
of the ball.

Before you decide how you are to lay out your hole, you must 
determine which of these two classes of Golf you wish to play.6

Robert Crosby
examines another interesting aspect of golf course architecture

John low
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mantra that well-hit shots should always be rewarded and bad 
shots always punished. Low suggested the adoption of very dif-
ferent design principles. ‘more, far more bunkers’ placed tighter 
to preferred lines of play should affect even well-struck shots 
and not just punish foozles. Both good and bad players should 
play a well-designed hole in “fear and trembling”. Hazards 
should demand a player make choices; they should not be just 
something to carry in the air.’ 

Garden Smith had been prompted to conduct his hole 
survey by a letter published in Golf Illustrated in January, 1901. 
Signed by the mysterious “Crack Golfer”,9 the letter called 
for the standardization of holes as a way to make handicaps 
more transferable between courses.10 The Crack’s argument 
was, essentially, that if Victorian design principles had finally 
resolved all important architectural questions, golf holes 
adhering to those principles should be mandated by the rules. 
The resulting ‘standardized’ holes would necessarily be good 
holes (‘regulation’ holes would be good by definition) and, as 
importantly, the problem of applying handicaps across different 
golf courses would be solved. 

The Crack’s proposal to standardize holes found little 
support, but his letter hit home in one important respect. He 
asserted that there was an inescapable link between the design 
of golf courses and the nature of the game played on them. ‘there 
is a close relation between Golf—or a particular standard of 
Golf—and the course upon which it is played; the character of 
Golf very often depends upon the character of the Golf course. 
In a sense, it is the course which produces the Golf.’11 That is, 
the design of golf courses shapes the nature of the game itself.12 

John Low and the Crack did not agree about much, but they 
agreed about the fundamental premise that ‘it is the course 
which produces the Golf ’. As Low put it, ‘Before you decide 
how you are to lay out your hole, you must determine which 
(class)of Golf you wish to play.’13 Thus the critical importance 
to Low of staking out a fundamentally different ‘idea of Golf ’. 
It would, by the Crack’s own logic, demand a fundamentally 
different kind of golf course.   

Low was the father of modern golf architecture not because 
of any courses he designed (he did little actual architectural 
work), but because he made the case for a fundamentally dif-
ferent vision of how the game is best played, a vision that was 
the predicate for new thinking about golf course design. It is 
hard to imagine the first courses evidencing that new thinking, 
courses such as Woking (as revised by Low and Stuart Paton in 
1902 and later) or the Old Course at Sunningdale (as revised by 
Harry Colt in 1902) or Fowler’s Old Course at Walton Heath 
(1902), without Low’s earlier critique of Victorian designs and 
his resetting of the goals of golf architecture.

Which suggests three main takeaways from the Smith’s best 
hole exchange. First, Low used the occasion to make the first 
effective critique of late Victorian design theories, one that 
shook to the core widely held assumptions that the big issues 
in golf architecture were settled matters. The upshot of Low’s 
critique was not just that different kinds of golf courses were 

built, but the vocabulary of the game also underwent changes. 
After 1901 references to the ‘Procrustean Axioms’ became 
increasingly rare. Terms and phrases such as ‘leveler holes’, 
‘topped-shot bunkers’, ‘cops’, ‘pawky shot-making’ and other 
terminology associated with golf at the end of the nineteenth 
century also fell out of usage and are now largely forgotten.15

Second, as noted, Low’s rethinking of basic architectural 
principles spawned a new kind of golf course. Starting about 
1902, Henry Colt, C H Alison and Herbert Fowler began lay-
ing out courses reflecting design goals first articulated by Low. 
Many of their courses are still thought to be among the best 
in the world. Following Low, those architects and others bor-
rowed liberally from designs ideas found on the Old Course at 
St Andrews, Hoylake and other links courses.  Their courses 
emphasized the ground game, not the aerial game; hazards 
were placed to pose strategic puzzles, not merely to be obstacles 
to hit over. Their work set the stage for a ‘Golden Age’ of golf 
architecture that reached a crescendo two decades later on the 
eve of the Great Depression.

Finally and perhaps most importantly, Low’s contribution 
to Smith’s survey permanently  elevated the place of golf archi-
tecture in the game. If golf course design was once treated as 
a throwaway topic relegated to the back of books and essays, 
after 1901 there was a new appreciation of its significance. Low 
saw earlier than most that the game’s identity involves the golf 
courses on which it is played; the design of a golf course bears 
on the very nature of the game itself. Which meant that the 
road to realizing one’s ideals for the game (whatever they might 
be) must necessarily go through the design of golf courses. The 
appreciation of such matters helps to account for the appearance 
over the next several decades of unprecedented and sometimes 
acrimonious debates about golf architecture. After Smith’s best 
hole survey golf architecture not only took on a higher profile 
in the game, it moved to the centre of discussions of its future.16

End Notes
1Golf Illustrated, John L. Low, What Is, or What Makes, a Good 
Golfing Hole?, March 8, 1901, pp. 204-5.
2 Golf Illustrated, editorial comment, January 25, 1901, p. 72.
3 Though the Eden Hole and the Long Hole on the Old Course 
received a plurality of votes for the best one and three shot holes, 
there was no consensus. No two shot hole received a plurality of 
votes.
4 Golf Illustrated, untitled comment by Harry Vardon, February 8, 
1901, p. 116. 
5 Op cit., Low, p. 204.
6Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Based solely on similarities in writing styles, my suspicion is that 
Garden Smith himself was the mysterious “Crack Golfer”. Other 
thoughts on his possible identity are welcomed. 
10 The Crack Golfer’s idea was that in order to make handicaps 
transferrable, holes given a certain ‘par’ value should, by rule, be built 
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to certain designated lengths, thus ‘standardizing’ golf courses. 
11 Golf Illustrated, Concerning Class Golf, by A ‘Crack’, January 18, 
1901, pp. 50-1.
12 It is an important insight sometimes hidden in plain sight. One 
wonders if it inspired Garden Smith to devote special attention in 
Golf Illustrated over several month to Britain’s best holes and the 
quality of its golf courses.
13 Op. cit., Low, p. 204.
14 Low began his contribution by noting that “The question of what 
is the best form of Golf obviously regulates the question of the 
formation of the arena in which this ideal game should be played.” 
15 Ibid. When it comes to golf course design, your notion of the ideal 
game shapes the facts on the ground. 
16 Low’s architectural counterproposals did not convince everyone. 
J H Taylor, Harold Hilton, Harry Vardon, and even Garden Smith, 
continued to defend cross hazards and other typically Victorian 
design features, remaining opposed Low’s ideas until the end of their 
lives.
17 The explosion of interest in the discipline after 1901 or so is 
evidenced by the unprecedented out-pouring of articles on golf 
architecture over the following decades, culminating in a plethora of 
remarkable books published on the discipline in the 1920s, many of 
which remain today among the best treatments of the subject ever 
written.
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The 1929 U.S. Amateur Championship at the Del 
Monte Golf and Country Club, now known as Pebble 
Beach, provided some great excitement on the par-5 
18th hole of the 36-hole final when Jimmy Johnston 

hooked his second shot over the sea wall onto the beach of 
Carmel Bay. With the water lapping up toward his ball, Johnston 
waited for the waves to pull back and quickly hit his ball up just 
short of the green, chipped close to the hole and made his par 
to stay one down to Dr. O F Willing.  Johnston would go on to 
win his match after, if not the greatest shot of the tournament, 
the most exciting.

However, all this was somewhat anticlimactic. The real news 
occurred at the beginning of the tournament. Twenty-seven 
year old Bob Jones, the two-time defending champion, would 
try for three Amateur Championships in a row at a time when 

GOODMAN KNOCKS OUT JONES

 Johnny Fischer III
on a surprise defeat for Bobby Jones

the U. S. Amateur was considered more important than the 
U.S. Open.  Jones was scheduled to play a relatively unknown 
player from Omaha, Nebraska, Johnny Goodman, whose only 
claim to fame was winning the Trans-Mississippi Amateur, 
a strong regional event which attracted a good field but was 
considered to be at a second level from tournaments in the 
east

There were many other contrasts between Jones and 
Goodman.  Jones had already won nine national champion-
ships and had tournament experience; Jones started golf as 
a boy at his family’s summer home at East Lake C.C. outside 
Atlanta; Jones arrived on a private railroad car from Georgia 
accompanied by family, including his parents, and an 
entourage of friends and well-wishers; and Jones was highly 
regarded by the USGA and was currently a member of its 

Chick Evans, Johnny Goodman and O B Keeler, Beverly C CBobby Jones congratulates Johnny Goodman U S Amateur 1929
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Executive Committee
Goodman, on the other hand, was an orphan, one of 

thirteen children.  He started his golfing life as a caddy and 
had to take a mail train with a single passenger car, a coach 
with seats that didn’t recline, from Omaha to the west coast. 
And Goodman was to find that the USGA wasn’t too enamored 
with him. On his arrival at the Pebble Beach course, Goodman 
was told that the USGA Amateur Status Committee wanted 
to see him at the clubhouse.  There Goodman was questioned 
about his job as a salesman at a sporting goods store. Wasn’t the 
store using his name as a way of attracting customers was the 
question put to Goodman. Goodman made an interesting, but 
effective, defense: he made only $8 per week, had to take the 
mail train west and didn’t even own a suit or sports coat.  The 
plea was penury. The committee decided to let Goodman play.

Jones was co-medalist with Eugene Homans with a 36-hole 
score of 145. Goodman just squeaked in. The next morning 
brought the beginning of match play and Goodman found him-
self playing Jones. Jones was his hero. He had read and reread 
Jones’ book, Down the Fairway and his syndicated articles that 
appeared in newspapers and magazines. Goodman had pictures 
of Jones taped to his wall at home. On the first tee, Goodman 
said a polite ‘hello’ and shook Jones’ hand. He decided to refrain 
from watching Jones and his play during the match. Follow 
Jones’ own advice, ‘Play Ol’ Man Par,’ not your opponent.

It was Jones who faltered first. His drive was in a divot on 
the first hole and he hit a poor approach. By the end of the third 
hole, Goodman was three up, and while Jones made a few runs 
at Goodman, he could never quite do it. One down at the 17th, 
Jones missed a birdie putt. It was the same story all day. Jones’ 
famed putter, Calamity Jane let him down. Jones had to win 
the 18th to halve the match and go to extra holes. After almost 
hitting his second shot out of bounds – his ball was deflected by 
a tree back to the fairway – Jones hit his third to the green, but 
short of the pin and Goodman, perhaps a bit overanxious, hit 
his beyond the cup leaving a fast, tricky, downhill putt staring 
him in the face.

Jones’ putt tracked to the hole, but fell short, leaving him 

a tap-in for par. Goodman then two-putted for par and the 
win. Goodman was a bit dumbstruck.  He had just knocked 
the greatest player in the world out of the Amateur in the first 
round. Ever the gentleman, Jones walked over to Goodman 
shaking his hand and giving his congratulations, adding ‘I got 
all the luck, and I still couldn’t beat you.’

The San Francisco Chronicle stated, ‘If an earthquake had 
suddenly rocked the peninsula, the shock could have hardly 
been greater….’ The crowd reacted with mixed emotions. The 
USGA was not pleased. The top draw for the tournament was 
gone.  Sportswriter Ring Lardner said it best, ‘If you’re giving a 
show, don’t kill the star in the prologue.’ Jones would make up 
for it with the greatest show ever, the Grand Slam in 1930. In 
1933 Goodman put on another show as the last amateur to win 
the U.S. Open and would add the U.S. Amateur in 1937.

At the post-tournament dinner given by the USGA, 
Goodman was seated at the head table but felt uncomfortable.  
He wore a sweater, while the others were dressed in coat and tie.  
Goodman had a tie, but no jacket. Afterwards, Goodman ran 
into a fellow at the bar in the clubhouse.  It turned out to be Bing 
Crosby, a golf fanatic, who challenged Goodman to a match for 
$100 per hole, money Goodman didn’t have.  Crosby wanted to 
beat the man who beat Jones.  He also wanted a stroke a hole.  
Goodman played Crosby the next day and won $500.  Crosby 
may have made the bet as a way of lending a hand to Goodman 
who wasn’t sure how he would pay for the lodging he had at 
a rooming house for the Amateur, but one thing was certain.  
Goodman didn’t take the mail train back to Omaha; he had a 
ticket for a Pullman berth home.
 (The author would like to thank his son, Leonard,  a BGCS 
member, for his invaluable research for this article and BGCS 
member Sidney Matthew for the photographs.)

An autograph signed by ‘Bobby Jones’? at Pebble Beach 1929

Bobby plays out of a ‘furrowed’ bunker Pebble Peach 1929Bobby Jones Tees off in the US Amateur Pebble Beach 1929

Goodman v Jones
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Willie Nolan (1896-1939) of Portmarnock 

BOBBY Jones won The Open three times. His first 
was at Royal Lytham and St Annes in 1926. At St. 
Andrews in 1927, aged 25, he was the third round 
leader with scores of 68, 72 and 73 and went on to 

retain the Claret Jug. His third title came at Hoylake in 1930 and 
since then, Jones’s record as the last amateur to win The Open 
has seemed invincible. That was until 2015.

This year, speculation and anticipation that an amateur 
could eclipse Jones’s record was more than considerable. Paul 
Dunne, the 22 year old Irish amateur, with rounds of 69, 69 and 
66 teed off in the final round on the Old Course as leader of The 
Open - just as Jones had done 88 years previously. Fatefully, 
for the County Wicklow man, the elusive record from 1930 still 
stands.

However, few will remember, that another Irish golfer, also 
from County Wicklow, did in fact eclipse two records of Jones  
in the 1933 Open, also at St Andrews. 

Willie Nolan, the Portmarnock professional, not only 
equalled Jones’s record of 71 for the New Course in 1933, but 
also broke Jones‘s record (68) for the Old Course. Nolan’s scores 
of 71 and 67 led the Open qualifiers by four shots and overnight 
he became headline news around the golf world. This is the 
forgotten story of the only golfer in Ireland to eclipse Jones and 
to also have a road named in his honour.

The 1933 Open and the Record Scores
Willie Nolan played in The Open every year from 1925 through 
to 1938. He qualified each time except for his first attempt, 1932 
and 1935 when he missed by either one or two shots. He was 
leading Irishman five times. His record scores of 1933 were the 
direct result of customary long driving and accurate iron play, 
but more especially from a new found and inspired putting 
touch. 

In his record equalling 71 on the New Course Nolan not only 
took seven at the 6th, but also took a five at the par three 17th. The 
next day, on the sun drenched fairways and lightning fast greens 
of the Old Course, Willie started 3-4-3 and turned in 33. After he 
holed a devilish  putt for two at the 11th, Sir Stanley Cochrane, 
who had done so much for sport in Ireland, especially profes-
sional golf, approached Nolan and said: 

‘Willie - ten pounds for you if you break the record.’ 
Nolan did not need that extra incentive. Without fuss or 

Brendan G Cashell 
examines the forgotten story of the Irish Professional who broke Bobby Jones’s record in 1933

showmanship, he continued on his way. At the dreaded 17th 
it appeared that his chance of breaking Jones’s  record were 
jeopardized with a five. However another fine second shot from 
short of Grannie Clarke’s Wynd, at the final hole, left Nolan 
twelve feet from the pin. His uphill putt just toppled in for the 
perfect three and the record 67. It was only his sixth single putt 
in a total of thirty. Great cheers reverberated from the battalions 
of spectators assembled around the 18th green.

The first hand of congratulation was that of Andra Kirkcaldy 
(1860–1934), who succeeded Tom Morris, the Grand Old Man 
of Golf  and traditonally went to the 18th green to attend the flag 
when competitors were playing in The Open at that time. Willie, 
with his Scottish partner Jimmy Adams from Royal Co. Down, 
then modestly walked off the green displaying as much emotion 
as he would had it been an 80 instead of 67. Such was the very 
nature of this unassuming man. 
‘I have never before walked behind the hole to study a putt’ 

Comparison of Old Course Records 

Willie Nolan -1933 Open.
Out -   343  454  334 – 33.     In -   423  454  453 – 34.  -   67.

Bobby Jones -1927 Open.
Out -   454  433  423 – 32.     In -   434  454  444 – 36.  -   68.

Willie Nolan’s original score card. Courtesy of Portmarnock G C 
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Nolan said afterwards. ‘I wanted so badly to hole that one for 
the record ..and it was worth the extra care.’ 

Nolan was the only player to break 70 on either the New 
or the Old Course in the two qualifying rounds of that Open. 
In fact, in the four Championship rounds (all on the Old) only 
three scores under 70 were recorded. Nolan’s Old Course record 
of 67 was never beaten in his life time. Portmarnock Golf Club 
proudly display the original record score card along with the 
trophy which was presented to Willie by the Dunlop Company.

Nolan shot 71 and 75 in the first two rounds, but on the final 
day (36 holes), he was partnered with Walter Hagen, the leader. 
The slow pace of play and the huge crowds did not help Nolan. 
With a loss of putting form, he subsequently finished tied for 
31st place. Despite this, on his return home, he remarked on his 
record scores and rise to prominence:- ‘To me it means nothing, 
but it will mean something for Portmarnock and Irish golf.’ 

By ‘Irish golf ’ he meant the Irish Professional Golfers’ 
Association, the welfare of which meant more to him than 
anyone ever fully appreciated. He was appointed Honorary 
Secretary of the I.P.G.A in 1924 and remained in that position 
all his life. (More on this later.)

The Open - The Irish - What Might Have Been?
Ultimately, the 1933 Open went to a 36 hole play-off in which 
Denny Shute beat fellow US Ryder Cup player Craig Wood by 
five shots. Thus ended a demanding but historic six days of golf 
in which the winner had played a total of eight competitive 
rounds: - 75, 81, - 73, 73, 73, 73, - 75, 78. 

Shute’s prize was £100 from a total purse of £500. The winner 
of the 2015 Open received £1.15 million for four rounds, from a 
purse of £ 6.3 million. How times change!

It is interesting to note that if the two qualifying scores had 
counted in the Championship proper (as many commentators 
suggested they should), Nolan’s first four rounds 71, 67, 71, 75 – 
total 284 - would have given him the Open title by four shots 
from Horton Smith. Willie Nolan hence would have become 
the first Irish golfer to win The Open. That honour would  
ultimately fall to Fred Daly at Hoylake in 1947.

Michael Moran (1887–1918), the diminutive Royal Dublin 
professional, came closest to winning The Open for Ireland. 

At Hoylake, in 1913, he finished third despite a disastrous third 
round of 89 which included a ten at the 1st and a seven at the 
3rd. He finished nine shots behind J H Taylor who won his fifth 
title that year. Moran was the Irish Champion five consecutive 
times, 1909 to 1914, but sadly died during the Great War, when 
only 32 years old.

It is appropriate here to mention two other Irish golfers 
in Open history before WW2. In Nolan’s first Open (1925) at 
Prestwick, ‘Moses’ O’Neill, the 6’ 4” Irish Champion from 
Robin Hill G.C.(now Newlands) led the qualifiers with 71+75.  
In Nolan’s last Open (1938) at Sandwich, the Belfast born ama-
teur, 18 year old Jimmy Bruen (1920 - 1972) was the joint first 
round leader with 70. In 1939 at St. Andrews, Bruen’s second 
and last Open, he scored 69 and 69 to lead the qualifiers by four 
shots, just as Nolan had done in 1933. Bruen thus became the 
joint holder of the record for both the (lengthened) Old Course 
and the New Course. 

The Quiet Man
Willie Nolan, was born in March 1896 in Bray, close to the 
Wicklow Mountains, south of Dublin. His parents, Michael and 
Ellen Nolan and Willie’s four sisters later moved to the small 
village of Baldoyle, on the north side of the city, very close to 
Sutton and Portmarnock where Willie schooled, caddied as a 
boy and developed his love of the game. He served throughout 
the Great War in the Royal Navy and twice narrowly survived 
drowning when ships he served on were torpedoed. In 1915, in 
the Dardanelles, he was especially fortunate after clinging to 
wreckage for several hours. He spent some years in coal mining, 

Willie Nolan on the 18th green in 1933 - record round of 67. 
Andra Kirkaldy holding the flag.

The Irish Press 7th July 1933

Willie Nolan
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dock work and meat packing with Armours. Such work clearly 
contributed to his great physique, strength and reputation 
as one of the longest hitters of a golf ball of during his short 
career. Cecil E Anderson,a great friend of Nolan, described him 
perfectly:-

A man of magnificent physique, 5ft 11”, 14 stone, arms and legs 
like trunks of trees, heavy shoulders and sturdy hips. A gentle, 
reserved and quietly spoken man, modest and charitable, 
reserved but always cheerful. His self-conscious smile gave the 
impression of a strong healthy school boy caught wrong-doing.

Willie Nolan was immensely popular and very much liked by all 
who knew him both on and off the course. In Baldoyle, he was 
especially renowned for his great charitable works for unfortu-
nate children and many other kindly deeds that went unsung. 
He regularly set up of drinks at the local inn when successful in 
golf tournaments. Unlike others of his calling, Nolan was in no 
way flamboyant. His favored, and understated, attire was flannel 
trousers, plain shirt, plain tie and grey cap. He remained a single 
man all his life.

Professional Career
Willie turned to golf as his livelihood around 1920. His first pro-
fessional position was at Newtownbarry (now called Bunclody). 
He subsequently went to Rosses Point, Tullamore and Barna (in 
Galway) before his appointment at Howth Golf Club in January 
1923 with earnings of £2.10 shillings a week and two shillings per 
hour for lessons. Portmarnock Golf Club became his ‘home’ 
from December 1925 onwards. His club making skills were 
considerable and his woods always highly sought after.

professional game. Drives of over 320 yards were often reported, 
even with hickory. His iron play was remarkably accurate. He 
was renowned as one of the strongest hitters in the professional 
game. His iron play was remarkably accurate. His only weak-
ness, and nemesis, was the short putts. Had Willie’s putting been 
even moderately improved and as consistent as it was in the 
1933-1935 period, he would have won considerably more events 
and would have become a significant force in world golf. He was 
remarkably philosophical, perhaps too much so, for not letting 
missed short putts. or misfortunes upset him. Cumberworth 
caricaturized Nolan’s smiling reaction when he missed several 
short ones in a match against Henry Cotton in the 1933 News of 
The World Tournament at Purley Downs. 

Nolan’s influence on great Irish Golfers
Willie was a great teacher and a painstaking coach and can be 
credited with having a big influence on the development of 
two young Irish golfers.

Cecil Ewing (1910 - 1973) got his initial start in golf from 
Nolan when he was professional at Rosses Point in the early 
1920s. Local-born Ewing, first entered the West of Ireland 
Championship in 1925, aged  just 14 and played then with a fast 
swing and ball flight very similar to Nolan.

Willie Nolan - Irish Champion - 1934

The Distinctive but Powerful Swing
Nolan had a fast and upright swing and punched the ball with 
his big hands and arms and followed through only for a couple 
of feet. Each shot, always with a slight draw, was beautifully 
flighted. He was renowned as one of the strongest hitters in the 
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Joe Carr (1922-2004) lived the first ten years or so of his life 
in the clubhouse at Portmarnock Golf Club where his father 
(James) was the Club Steward. Nolan tutored Joe and also pro-
vided him with his first set of specially cut-down hickory clubs. 
Carr also became renowned for his quick tempo swing and low 
ball flight. Ironically, in the 1960 Open at St. Andrews, “J.B.” set a 
new Amateur record of 68 for the Old Course during qualifying 
and lowered it to 67 in the third round of the Championship 
on his way to an 8th place finish (his best Open) behind the 
Australian winner, Kel Nagle.

Ewing and Carr together dominated Irish Amateur golf 
in the period 1930 to 1962 and between them won fifty-three 
championships in Ireland alone and played thirty Walker Cup 
matches from 1936 to 1955. The Nolan influence was clearly 
without parallel.

His Best Years 1933 – 1935
Willie Nolan’s most consistent and successful golf came in the 
1933–1935 seasons, both at home and cross-channel. Buoyed by 
a new confidence with the blade, he more than proved his equal 
with the very best. In May 1933 he notably finished runner up 
with Henry Cotton in the Dunlop 1500 Guineas at Southport 
(Ryder Cup venue). He won the Dunlop Cup Tournament in 
Dublin and beat Ryder Cup player Alf Padgham twice in one 
day in the International Match at Malone. In 1934 Willie finally 
and duly won the Irish PGA Championship at Dun Laoghaire 
with the lowest score ever returned in a professional event in 
the British Isles at that time - 282. Many commentators having 
now recognized Nolan’s continued and heightened successes, 
felt he was more than worthy of a place on the GB and I Ryder 
Cup team. Regrettably that did not happen.

He played for Ireland in consecutive years from 1932 to 
1938 and was appropriately elected Captain of the Irish team 
that played, late summer 1938, in the inaugural Quadrangular 
Matches at Llandudno. This was to be his last competitive golf 
as the ravages of cancer rapidly took its toll.

I.P.G.A.
Willie Nolan was the Honorary Secretary of the Irish 
Professional Golfers’ Association for over fifteen years from 
1924. He did an immense amount of work on behalf of the 
Association, the less fortunate members of which invariably 
turned to him in times of stress and never in vain. He will be 
remembered not so much for his success in competitive golf 
as for the manner in which he played the game on the links 
and for his help to brother professionals in Ireland. He was 
so to speak, a father to them, never sparing himself in the 
effort to raise their position and status in Irish golf. As Hon. 
Secretary he had many opportunities for displaying his zeal 
in that cause, which he made his own. Willie’s death in early 
March 1939, four weeks before his 43rd birthday was a great 
loss to Irish golf and more especially to the IPGA.To show 
their appreciation of the great work done on their behalf by 
Nolan, the IPGA purchased a large silver cup and engraved it  

‘The Willie Nolan Memorial Cup’.
It was awarded annually to the winner of the Irish 

Professional Golfers’ Championship. The inaugural winner at 
Little Island in Cork in 1940 was Fred Daly (City of Derry). In 
1945 a separate 36 holes event was established specifically for the 
Cup, won again by Fred, at Portmarnock with scores of 71 and 
76. This one day event continued until 1956 from when various 
formats were tried. In 1960 a new 72 hole event at Fortwilliam 
G. C. was reduced to 36 holes due to flooding. Harry Bradshaw, 
who became Professional at Portmarnock in 1950, won the Cup 
a record 12 times between 1941 and 1960. Regrettably, it was not 
played for in the period 1966 to 1971 due to ‘lack of sponsorship.’ 
Following a brief revival at Mountbellew G. C.in 1972 and 1973, 
it again sadly remained unplayed for until 1993 when the IPGA, 
reunited with the silverware, re-assigned it to the winner of the 
Irish Club Professional Tournament (then a 72 hole event) and 
now a 36 hole event. Hazel Kavanagh, in 2014, with great scores 
of 73 and 64, became the first lady professional to win the Cup 
at Arklow G.C. 

Willie Nolan Road
 In early 1940 Dublin County Council decided in recognition 
of the great esteem with which he was held in Baldoyle, to 
rename an old famine road on the north side of the village 
in honour of Willie. Many golfing visitors unwittingly travel 
along the ‘Willie Nolan Road’ on their way to Portmarnock 
Golf Club, visible a short distance across the Baldoyle estuary. 

The Scrap Book - Courtesy of Portmarnock Golf Club

Willie’s memory is also kept very much alive in Portmarnock 
Golf Club which proudly acts as custodian of a unique scrap 
book presented by the Nolan family in 1989.

Willie Nolan
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Career Highlights of Willie Nolan
DUNLOP SOUTHPORT 1500 Guineas 
Runner up 1933  
IPGA CHAMPIONSHIP 
Winner   1934 at Dun Laoghaire
Runner-Up  1925, 1928, 1938.
Third  1927, 1935
Fourth  1929, 1936.
IRISH OPEN    (inst. 1927 at Portmarnock)
1927 5th  1st rd. Leader 
1936 4th  Leader after 36
1937 6th 

1938 9th  Leading Irish player
1930 7th 
1935 12th Leader after 36 holes
MICHAEL MORAN MEMORIALCUP  
Leinster Match Play Championship- 36 hole final.
Winner   1931  (Kingstown), 1933  (Hermitage),
1934  (Clontarf), 1935  (Castle),
1936  (Milltown), 1937  (Woodbrook).
CORK EXAMINER Tournament (Match-Play) 
Winner   1926  (Douglas).
DUNLOP CUP Professionals TOURNAMENT 
Winner  1933    (Milltown) 291.- 77, 74, 71, 69
Winner  1934    (Knock)   283.
WESTERN ISLES OPEN (Machrie) Inaugural 
1935   Runner up 
ADGEY BROMFORD CUP   (36 holes)
1933   Winner (Castle)
INTERNATIONAL for IRELAND 
vs England   1932, 33 and 38
vs Scotland  1932, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38
vs Wales   1937 and 1938
1938 Captain of the Irish Team for inaugural Quadrangular 
International Matches in Llandudno.
EXHIBITION MATCHES (A few of the many.) 
1926 Portmarnock - Duncan and Nolan v Havers and Holley   
1928  Clontarf - Opening of New Course Walter Hagen and 
Nolan v Holley and Quinn 
1928 Castle -Nolan and Holley v Henry Cotton and Jack 
Smith.
1928 Hermitage - Nolan and W.Holley v Ed Dudley and 
Johnny Farrell 
1933 Co Louth - Nolan and Holley v O’Connor and O’Connor
1935 Curragh - Nolan and P Mahon v C.McMullen and JBurke 
1935 Clontarf - Nolan and Moses O’Neill v P J Mahon and 
Quinn 
1938 Woodbrook - Nolan and Mahon  v J Bruen and J Burke.
COURSE RECORDS 
Portmarnock  1927 72   Irish Open 1st Rd
St Andrews -Old   1933 67
Co. Louth  1933       70
Milltown  1933  69
Woodbrook   1938 66 
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Willie Nolan’s headstone in Kilbarrack Cemetery

Portmarnock Golf Club -Willie Nolan’s ‘Home’
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In David Hamilton’s GOLF Scotland’s Game, a picture is 
shown of a frozen river near a sea-side town with people 
enjoying themselves on the ice (page 24 in the St Andrews 
Edition). The caption to the painting reads as follows: ‘A 

stick-and-ball game played in the Dutch manner on the frozen 
river at Largs on the Firth of Clyde. This “winter” cartouche is 
from the painted ceiling of the Skelmorlie Aisle in Largs.’ In the 
text of the chapter ‘The mysterious years’ in which the picture is 
shown, no references are made to the picture and no reasoning 
of the inclusion of the picture in this chapter is given.

As amateurs of the history of ‘stick and ball games in the 
Dutch manner’, which we usually call ‘colf ’, we were very much 
intrigued by the picture and the explanation in the caption. 

What do we know about Largs, the Skelmorlie Aisle, the 
painted ceiling and the picture of the ‘stick-and-ball’ players?

Skelmorlie Aisle, Largs, Ayrshire
Largs is a rather small, ancient town situated in North Ayrshire 
on the west coast of Scotland along the Firth of Clyde about 50 
kilometres from Glasgow (Fig 1).

The oldest picture of Scottish Golf?

church was demolished in 1802, it was saved from destruction. 
Today the Skelmorlie Aisle stands on its own, surrounded by 
old gravestones and partly hidden behind the ancient church-
yard wall (Fig 2). The aisle contains a Renaissance canopied 
tomb of Italian marble which is unique in Scotland.

Fig 1 The town of Largs with its famous Skelmorlie Aisle, lies on 
the west coast of North Ayrshire some 50 km. from Glasgow. – 

https://www.google.fr/maps

In 1636, Sir Robert Montgomerie of Skelmorlie erected 
an aisle against the north side of the Old (13th century) Parish 
Church in honour of his lady, Dame Margaret Douglas. It served 
both as their place of worship and their final resting-place. The 
aisle was such a splendid creation that when the rest of the 

Fig 2 The Skelmorlie Aisle standing in the midst of the ancient 
churchyard in Largs. – 

Photo by Rosser 1954, 2013 – Wikimedia Commons

The wooden ceiling of the barrel-shaped roof of the aisle was 
painted with forty-one individual compartments containing 
emblems, designs, human figures, animals, birds and heraldic 
representations. The four compartments in the corners con-
tained landscapes, depicting the seasons: ver (spring), aestas 
(summer), autumns and hyems (winter). The spring season 
shows farmers, fishermen and hunters; the summer is presented 
with shepherds and farmers; the autumn shows barrels with 
grain and in the winter season the artist painted a frozen river 
and people with sticks skating on the ice.

The paintings were made by a certain James Stalker. When 
a drawing of the paintings was made in 1897, Andrew Lyons  
observed that the full-size design of the ceiling must have been 
very carefully drawn and pounces prepared before proceeding 
with the painting. Stalker signed and dated his work (Fig 3) in 
the panel showing a woman with a horse. It is the only example 
of decorative painting in Scotland of this period which its artist 
has signed.

Geert and Sara Nijs
pose this interesting question and look for the answer
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Hardly anything is known about the artist other than that in 
1632, James Stalker, son of David, was registered as an appren-
tice to John Sawers, painter at Edinburgh.

In his Ph D thesis ‘Building the Reformed Kirk: the cultural use of 
ecclesiastical buildings in Scotland, 1560–1645’, Graham Chernoff 
stated that Stalker demonstrated an awareness of Netherlandish 
painting in his landscape section of the ceiling.

From a golf- and colf-history point of view our interest was 
focused mainly on the ‘winter season’ depiction (Figs 4 and 5). 
We asked a local friend to make a high quality photograph of 
the painting, so we could analyse the image in more depth.

real local life and that the pictures are from the town of Largs 
and its surrounding areas; only the summer depiction is defi-
nitely identified as being a view of Largs.
Could we find out, based on the painting itself, the where-
abouts of the painter and the commissioner, the available 
knowledge about ancient games in Scotland, etc., which game 
is pictured here? 

Fig 3 James Stalker signed his painting in the Skelmorlie Aisle. 
No other signed paintings from him have been found in Scot-
land. – From ‘The painted ceiling in the Montgomery aisle of 

the old church at Largs, Ayrshire’, Andrew W. Lyons

The picture clearly shows a village with a church, several houses 
and a bridge. In the fore front there is a frozen river and a boat 
with a red flag with a white St Andreas cross. To the right there 
is a rather rough sea. On the frozen river there are eight men 
playing, some of them seem to have sticks in their hands. The 
quality of the painting is such that even with the maximum 
enlargement it is very difficult to determine what kind of sticks 
are shown and to be more decisive about the game the people 
are playing. 

It is possible that the seasonal presentations are taken from 

Is it a colf painting?
David Hamilton concludes that the people were playing a ‘stick 
and ball game in the Dutch manner’. We suppose that he meant 
the game of colf as it was played also on ice during the Little Ice 
Age (17th century) in the Low Countries. See publication ‘Games 
for’Kings and Commoners’ Part Three Aug. 2015. How come that 
the Flemish or North Netherlandish game is depicted in West 
Scotland? In the 17th century, there was certain awareness in 
Scotland of contemporaneous landscape painting in the Low 
Countries. Flemish and North Netherlandish painters were 
active in Scotland. 

Fig 4 The ornate ceiling at the Skelmorlie Aisle in Largs 
(photogravure by Annan & Sons, Glasgow, c.1890) with 

in colour the ‘hyems’ (winter) compartment (photo by Ian 
Dalgliesh, 2015).

Fig 5 The presentation of the men on the ice is insufficiently 
clear to distinguish the kind of game these men were playing. – 
Detail of the winter scene in the Skelmorlie Aisle ceiling picture. 

– Photo by Ian Dalgliesh, 2015

Fig 6 Detail of the earliest painting of Pieter Bruegel the Elder, 
1565, in which both colvers on the ice and curlers are represent-

ed. It is remarkable that several Scottish historians are of the 
opinion that both games, Golf and Curling have their ancestors 

in the Low Countries
Detail of the painting ‘Hunters in the snow’ – Google Art Proj-

ect: KHM, Wien.

Oldest picture of golf
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In the 17th century, hundreds of winter scene paintings with 
skaters and colf players were produced by famous painters like 
Bruegel (Fig 6), Avercamp, Van de Velde and many others. 

It could well be that such paintings came also on the Scottish 
market and that they were seen and studied by James Stalker 
and that he used such a presentation for his work in Skelmorlie 
Aisle in Largs. Still it is rather peculiar that in a mausoleum in 
faraway Ayrshire in West Scotland the continental colf game on 
ice was depicted, a game unknown in Scotland. If the supposi-
tion that Stalker was inspired by ‘winter scenes with colvers on 
the ice’ is somewhat questionable, could it be that Stalker saw 
Netherlandish (fishermen) colvers playing colf on the ice on 
the Firth of Forth or Duddingston Loch near Edinburgh while 
waiting for a favourable wind to return home? 

 However, if indeed the painter and his commissioner chose 
the Low Countries ‘winter scene’ for a reason we do not know, 
the Skelmorlie Aisle ‘hyems’ painting is the only Scottish picture 
by a Scottish painter of the Flemish or North Netherlandish 
game of colf played on the ice. 

Is it a Golf painting?
Golf is ‘Scotland’s game’. The game probably developed on 
the east coast of Scotland in the West Lothian, Tayside and 
Fife region around Perth, Edinburgh and St Andrews and 
found its way in the course of the years into West Scotland. 
Wouldn’t it be obvious that the game of golf being a winter 
game was portrayed in the Skelmorlie Aisle? 

In the 17th century, aristocrats like Sir Montgomerie were not 
so much golfers as they were hunters or archers. James Stalker 
had been an apprentice painter in Edinburgh where golf as they 
say was extremely popular; he certainly must have seen people 
playing the game on Leith Links. Perhaps he himself played the 
game during the winter season. It could well be that he used 
the images of the golfers for his ‘hyems’ scene in the Skelmorlie 
Aisle ceiling. But did Stalker see golf players on the ice? Could 
it be that golfers during the Little Ice Age, like the colvers in 
Flanders and the North Netherlands, played their game on the 
ice of Duddingston Loch, the Firth of Forth or on other frozen 
waters?

The St Andrews painting is followed by Paul Sandby’s draw-
ing (1746/1747) from Edinburgh Castle with figures playing golf 
on Bruntsfield Links in the foreground (Fig 8). Paintings from 
continental colf date from the 16th and 17th centuries.

However, if indeed the painter and his commissioner chose 
a Edinburgh winter scene with golfers playing on the ice, the 
Skelmorlie hyems scene is the earliest depiction of golf in 
Scotland, more than hundred years earlier than the famous 
‘View of St Andrews’ and the drawing of Bruntsfield Links. 

Is it a curling painting?
Curling, Scotland’s ain (own) game as it is called is a Scottish 
team game in which players slide heavy stones towards a tar-
get. Team mates use ‘brooms’ to manipulate the direction and 
the speed of the stone. The game developed at the beginning 
of the 17th century during the Little Ice Age. 
In the introduction of his book ‘CURLING: an illustrated 
history.’ David B Smith states that for centuries in Lowland 
Scotland the game of curling was played on loch, river and 
pond around Edinburgh, Stirling, Perth, etc., whenever there 
was ice. 

It is generally accepted by most golf historians that the ‘View 
of St Andrews from the Old Course’ painted around 1740 by an 
unknown artist (Fig 7) is the oldest known depiction of golf in 
Scotland, albeit that David Hamilton in his ‘GOLF, Scotland’s 
Game’ (1998) dates the painting in the late 1600s. 

Fig 7 Anonymous, ‘View of St Andrews from the Old Course’, 
c.1740 – The R&A, St Andrews, Scotland

Fig 8 Edinburgh Castle with golfers in the foreground. – Paul 
Sandby in 1746 or 1747 –

© Trustees of the British Museum

Fig 9 So far the oldest picture of men playing the game of Scot-
tish curling. – Anonymous, ‘Curling’, c.1700. According to ‘BBC 

Your paintings’ the picture is from the ‘Dutch School’. 
Oil on panel, 56 x 98 cm. – Traquair Charitable Trust
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The oldest depiction found so far is the so-called ‘Traquair’ 
painting, dating probably from around 1700 (Fig 9). It 
shows several well-dressed men playing the game of curling.  
Unfortunately the artist is unknown as it is also not clear 
where it was painted and where the scene in the painting is. 
The Traquair painting is on display at Traquair House near 
Innerleithen in the Scottish Borders, south of Edinburgh.

The curling historians have not found ancient references to 
the game in West Scotland. That does not mean that curling was 
not played there at the beginning of the 17th century. The absence 
of evidence is not the evidence of absence.
While curling was played on the frozen waters around Edin-
burgh where Stalker worked, it is more than probable that he 
knew the game, has seen the game and perhaps even played 
the game himself. Is it a reasonable thought that he used the 
image of curling players he had seen in Edinburgh in the 
hyems painting in Largs? 

If this reasoning is correct it could mean that the curling 
painting is the earliest Scottish picture of the game of curling. It 
is remarkable that not in the past, nor today references are made 
to a curling painting in Skelmorlie Aisle. Even the curling his-
torians have not mentioned this picture in their history books. 

The mysterious painting at Largs: does it represent 
Netherlandish colf on the ice or is it the oldest picture ever of 
Scottish golf or is it the oldest picture of Scottish curling? Which 
ever game is the ‘winner’, it will have some interesting effects on 

the knowledge of the history of the Scottish ‘stick and ball game’ 
or the ‘broom and stone’ game.
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We welcome the following new members and look forward to seeing them at future events or hopefully sending a contribution to 
Through the Green

Name    Address      Collecting Interests

Ronald D Gordon                Nairn                            Memorabilia
Stig Schalin                        Hivinge Backa              General
Joshua Evenson                 Denver                         Books, History
Christian McMillan             Burwell                        Persimmon Clubs, Jack Nicklaus Clubs
David J Walker                   Edinburgh                   Balls, Books, Clubs
Lewis J Mackle                     St Andrews                                  Books, Memorabilia
Anders H D Engstrom        Viken                            Books
Claus Muhlfeit                   Arogno                         Art, Books, Clubs
Fraser Paterson                 Edinburgh                   Books, Clubs
Roger D H Smith               Walsall                          Clubs, History
Royal Dutch Golf Federation (KNGF) Heritige
Nils M Mueller                   Vaxjo                            Clubs
Phillip G Gibbs                  Bicester                       Course Design
David S J Wright                Woking                        Antique Golf Prints
A Magnus Sunesson          Helsingborg                 Books, Clubs
Karl Nagy                           Simpsonville, SC           Clubs

NEW MEMBERS

Oldest picture of golf
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it important that women should be members.
The founding of the golf club at Aldeburgh in 1884 coincided 

with the beginning of the first English golf boom, a boom which 
was notable for the speed with which women took to the game. 
The vast majority of the early Aldeburgh members were holi-
daymakers from London, often from the professional classes – 
there was a surfeit of lawyers in the earliest days.  The attraction 
of the golf course had brought additional visitors to the seaside 
resort which was growing rapidly following the arrival of the 
railway in 1860. Dorothy Thompson was the daughter of the 
Aldeburgh vicar at the time and saw the pews emptying:

At first the club was not to be opened on Sunday mornings, 
only the afternoon, and they would not employ caddies, 
but soon all changed; the men played golf on Sunday and 
the women and children went to church. Then wives and 
daughters began to play and the grandmothers and nurses 
took the children on the beach on Sunday morning.2

Women and the first English golf boom
Women have always been able to play on the golf course at 
Aldeburgh, initially from the same tees as the men. Elsewhere 
it was different. The English golfing women had difficulty at 

Early Women’s Golf at Aldeburgh

Stephen Barnard
looks at the first golf club in the world with equal rights for men and women

The sisters Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Millicent 
Garrett Fawcett were famous for promoting women’s 
causes before the First World War. Elizabeth Garrett 
Anderson was the first female doctor to be licensed 

in England and in the 1880s she was planning the expansion 
of her New Hospital for Women in London. Millicent Fawcett 
was a leading activist in the Victorian feminist movement 
and became the president of the National Union of Women’s 
Suffrage Societies when it was founded in 1897. Her name lives 
on in the Fawcett Society. It is little known that both sisters 
were members of Aldeburgh Golf Club. Their influence was 
responsible for ensuring that Aldeburgh Golf Club has always 
had equal rights for men and women 1

Early golf at Aldeburgh
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson’s husband, Skelton Anderson, 

was the principal founder of Aldeburgh Golf Club in 1884. 
Anderson was a partner in a ship-owning and broking firm in 
London, having come originally from Aberdeen, and for some 
years had been playing golf with his fellow London Scots on 
Wimbledon Common. Following his marriage, he had probably 
introduced golf to his new relations Sam Garrett, the brother of 
Elizabeth and Millicent, and Herbert Cowell, who had married 
their sister Alice. However, there is no record of any golfing 
interest from the Garrett women until after the opening of the 
new 18 hole course at Aldeburgh.  Initially, there were only 
a few members, about 34 men and six women at the time of 
the first surviving record, all of whom were members of the 
wider Garrett and Anderson families or were friends. In 1890 
Aldeburgh Golf Club began to build its first clubhouse designed 
by John Brydon who was the principal architect of Elizabeth 
Garrett Anderson’s Hospital for Women and also, later, of her 
London School of Medicine for Women. From the building of 
its new clubhouse, Aldeburgh Golf Club began to admit mem-
bers in greater numbers and women joined in approximately 
the same proportions as remain to the present: about one in 
four. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Millicent Fawcett became 
members in 1890. Each was allocated a golfing handicap of 50, 
indicating a lack of practical application, and there is no record 
of either of them playing in a competition. It is not known 
whether they joined to support the club or because they thought 

Aldeburgh members in 1891 against the newly-built Aldeburgh 
Clubhouse 
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first in being taken seriously at all: but this attitude began to 
change in the 1890s and the publishing industry, quick to spot 
a trend, was soon printing regular features on ladies’ golf. 
Golfing magazines contained more on women’s golf in 1900 
than a hundred years later. However, it was a different matter 
in practice for women to obtain equivalent rights to play on 
the newly built courses, let alone participate in the organisation 
of the new clubs. At many of these clubs there were separate 
ladies’ clubs, often established after the related club for men. 
Some had their own, often much shorter, course (on the model 
of Westward Ho! and St Andrews, where it was effectively an 
enlarged putting course) and the women were not encouraged, 
and sometimes not allowed, to play on the men’s course. The 
Golf volume of the Badminton Library published in 1890 con-
tained only one material reference to women’s golf. The Scottish 
judge Lord Wellwood addressed, as if he was giving judgment 
on a troublesome matter, the question as to whether the new 
female golfers should be allowed to play a ‘long round’ on the 
men’s course or should be confined to the women’s ‘short course’ 
which he had conceded was their entitlement.

Their right to play, or rather the expediency of their playing 
the long round, is much more doubtful. If they choose to play 
at times when the male golfers are feeding or resting, no one 
can object. But at other times – must we say it? – they are in 
the way.3

The Garrett family
Wellwood’s views were controversial even for a Victorian 

judge, but not untypical. Although Elizabeth Garrett Anderson 
had paved the way for women in medicine, many other pro-
fessions were still closed to them; there were, for example, no 
English female lawyers until the 1920s. Votes for women were 
still many years away and women had only been allowed to 
continue to own their own property after marriage following the 
passing of the Married Women’s Property Act 1882. The view of 
women’s role in society was different inside the extended Garrett 
family, a group believing in the improvement of self and others 
regardless of gender.4 Elizabeth Garrett Anderson was also the 
first English female mayor when she became Aldeburgh’s mayor 
in 1908. Millicent Fawcett had helped to establish Newnham 
College, Cambridge in 1871 and her husband Henry Fawcett 
had been appointed by Gladstone as Postmaster General in 1880 
and, for the first time, allowed women to become Post Office 
clerks. Millicent Fawcett’s views on the property rights of mar-
ried women before the Married Women’s Property Acts were 
reinforced after her purse was stolen. The thief was charged 
with “stealing from the person of Millicent Fawcett a purse 
containing £1 18s 6d, the property of Henry Fawcett”. In 1890 
Philippa Fawcett, the daughter of Millicent Fawcett and Henry 
Fawcett, joined Aldeburgh Golf Club. The same year she scored 
the highest marks in the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge 
but she was not entitled to be awarded a degree: it was only 
after the Second World War that female Cambridge graduates 

became full members of the University. Sam Garrett, another of 
the founding members of the club, became President of the Law 
Society and supported the admission of women to the profes-
sion. He was the first solicitor to take a female articled clerk.

This Garrett family background helped Aldeburgh to 
become perhaps the first golf club with a mainly male member-
ship where women have always been full members with equal 
voting rights and with full access to both the course and the 
clubhouse.  

Without the Garrett influence, things were different at other 
golf clubs where Skelton Anderson was a member. Women 
only became members of Royal Wimbledon in 1932, although 
there was an early separate Ladies’ London Scottish Golf Club 
founded in 1872. This was reconstituted as Wimbledon Ladies’ 
Golf Club in 1890 and a separate short ladies’ course was laid 
out on Wimbledon Common which survived until the First 
World War. At Royal St George’s, where Anderson was later 
a trustee, it was only in 2015 that members voted to admit 
women. Aldeburgh’s lead in allowing female members to be 
full members of the main club was not followed elsewhere in 
Suffolk; indeed only later were separate ladies’ clubs established 
at Ipswich, Felixstowe and Woodbridge. However, there was a 
short-lived ladies’ club at Yarmouth in Norfolk, dating from 
1885, with its own clubhouse and course. Felixstowe had six 
short holes for women and a separate clubhouse, long since 
washed away by the sea, and there was also initially a separate 
short course for women at Woodbridge. 

The first page of the minutes of the 1891 annual meeting, the first 
attended by women. 
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The 1891 Rules of Aldeburgh Golf Club
This separation of courses and clubs for men and women might 
have happened at Aldeburgh. In the reference to Aldeburgh 
Golf Club in The Golfing Annual  1889-90 Volume III it was 
stated that a ladies’ club was to be formed next year, although 
this would have been inconsistent with the earlier election of 
female members to the main club. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson 
and Millicent Fawcett certainly did not believe in the separation 
of activities by reference to gender. 

The women had not exercised their right to attend the 
Aldeburgh club’s general meetings until September 1891 when 
they comprised six of the nineteen attendees. The September 
1891 annual meeting was important as there was discussion 
of the Rules and a draft change had been sent with the notice. 
What the draft change proposed is not now known but it is 
possible that a suggestion of a separate ladies’ club might have 
provoked the female attendance. The six female attendees 
were Anne Theobald, the 46 year old wife of a barrister Henry 
Theobald who had been captain of the club the previous year, 
Josephine Salmon (38), the sister of Elizabeth and Millicent, and 
Ida Longstaffe (28) the wife of a London solicitor. Also present 
were three young unmarried women, Ruby Garrett (21) a niece 
of Elizabeth and Millicent, Miss Tate (probably the 20 year old 
daughter of a Suffolk vicar) and Suzette Pettit (20) the daughter 
of the farmer based at the Red House next to the course, later 
the home of Benjamin Britten and Peter Pears.  

If the attendance of the youthful female members was 
intended to prevent the formation of a separate women’s club it 
was successful. The proposed new Rules were withdrawn at the 
meeting and a sub-committee of George Garrett (the captain of 
the club), Skelton Anderson, Sam Garrett, Herbert Cowell and 
John Fry was appointed to carry out a wholesale revision. The 
composition of this sub-committee shows the extent to which 
Aldeburgh Golf Club was dominated by the wider Garrett fam-
ily in its early days: four of the five members were Elizabeth 
Garrett Anderson’s husband, two brothers and a brother-in-law. 

The Rules produced by the sub-committee, and adopted by 
another general meeting on Boxing Day 1891, are scrupulous in 
referring to members as him or her throughout and there is no 
gender distinction between members in the Rules. Indeed, the 
alternative him and her is used throughout including references 
to committee members. The subscriptions and other rights were 
the same in all cases. Millicent Fawcett was clearly sufficiently 
interested in the principle of women’s rights in golf club rules 
to appoint a proxy to vote for her at the Boxing Day meeting, 
implying she had read the new Rules. Again, a majority of the 
attendees were members of the Garrett family.

A later crisis
Further vigilance was required a year or so later as the mem-
bership expanded. In 1893 there was an anonymous proposal 
in the Suggestion Book: ‘That the Committee be requested to 
design a course of nine holes in Mr Flintham’s fields to be used 
as a Ladies’ links’. This provoked an immediate response from 

Ida Longstaffe and another who, in large letters, wrote ‘That 
anonymous suggestions should be treated with the contempt 
they deserve’. A more measured suggestion, supported by Ida 
Longstaffe’s husband, was put in the book a few days later: ‘That 
the Committee be requested to design a course of 9 holes for the 
use of members and visitors who desire an easier and shorter 
course’. This proposal was brought to the annual meeting in 
August 1893, where it was defeated.

An article in Golf in June 1893 commented on the unusual 
position of the Aldeburgh women golfers:

Both men and women are members. Both have equal privi-
leges, and nearly as many women play over the links as men; 
and very well some of the women play, too, rounds of 100 
and 110 being nothing uncommon for the fair sex. This is one 
of the few clubs allowing ladies the privilege of membership, 
and it seems to work so well that we hope many others will 
soon follow suit.5

From the early 1890s the Aldeburgh course became increasingly 
crowded, particularly in the summer season from the begin-
ning of August until the middle of September. Even Skelton 
Anderson had to complain to the committee when the playing 
rights of members’ guests were restricted at the busiest times. 
Alternative golf was not locally available before the First World 
War: the nearest courses were fifteen miles away, at Woodbridge 
to the south and at Southwold to the north.

In 1906 there was a suggestion that ladies playing together, 
or with a gentleman without caddies, should give way on the 
course to gentlemen with caddies. The response from the 
committee was one that might not have been possible in any 
other equivalent club: ‘Ladies in this club have equal rights with 
men’. This bold statement ignored a bye-law6, to similar effect, 
introduced by the committee in the mid 1890s, an indication 
that the Garrett family attitudes were being diluted by more 
conventional new members. In 1906 Skelton Anderson had 
retired to Aldeburgh and was again captain of the club, which 
may explain the emphatic response in the Suggestion Book.

Ladies’ Golf Union
Aldeburgh Golf Club was not represented at the meeting to 
establish the Ladies’ Golf Union in 1893 and it did not become 
one of the early members. Issette Pearson, the organiser and 
losing finalist that year in the Ladies’ Championship, knew the 
female golfers of Aldeburgh following a visit by a Wimbledon 
Ladies’ team to Aldeburgh the previous year.  But the represent-
atives at the initial meeting to organise the Ladies’ Golf Union 
were from separate ladies’ clubs often with shorter courses (only 
two Ladies’ Golf Union clubs at the end of the 19th century had 
an 18 hole course7) and they constituted the initial members. It 
is not known whether the Aldeburgh golfing women debated 
the issue but the Ladies’ Golf Union was instituted a little more 
than a year after the Aldeburgh club had voted to confirm that 
women had full rights, both in the club and on the course, and 
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at about the same time as the suggestion of a short course was 
being debated. Millicent Fawcett would not have approved of 
separate clubs and would have preferred a golf union for both 
men and women.

By the end of the 19th century women golfers were not pre-
pared to be restricted to their own short course. In The Book of 
Golf and Golfers, published in 1899, Amy Pascoe was firm: ‘the 
nine hole course is doomed’8. Eventually, in 1909 the Aldeburgh 
ladies, by a majority, voted to join the Ladies’ Golf Union, which 
by then was open to ladies’ sections as well as ladies’ clubs. The 
Ladies’ Golf Union approved the application in 1910 after Mabel 
Stringer had set the required scratch score at 79, even though 
the course was covered in snow during her inspection.

There are only a few surviving women-only golf clubs with a 
separate course linked to a men’s club. One is at Formby where 
the main club was founded in 1884, the same year as Aldeburgh. 
The women’s club was founded in 1896 at the height of the 
debate about separate clubs and courses for female golfers. The 
Formby clubhouses are side by side (although very different in 
size) and the women’s course (which is good quality golf) sits 
inside the men’s.

Competitions for the Aldeburgh women
Initially, the golf at Aldeburgh was mainly social. This began 
to change in the early 1890s as the membership expanded on 
the building of the first clubhouse. Reports of the competitions 
began to be sent to the newspapers. One such report concerned 
the Aldeburgh Easter Meeting in 18929. The gentlemen played 
for the Flintham Challenge Cup and the ladies played for an 
ornamental putter presented by the committee. There was a 
strong entry of thirty men and ten women, about a quarter of 
the total membership, despite a ‘strong wind...from the north 
and frequent snowstorms somewhat interfering with low 
scoring’. This was understating the difficulty of the conditions 
judging by a report from Yarmouth on the opposite page of the 
magazine which said the Easter Meeting was held..

under the worst possible conditions as to weather, in the 
midst of a furious north-easterly gale, with driving cold and 
sleet... Some of the caddies, unable to endure the bitterly cold 
wind and wet, laid down their clubs and fled from the course, 
not asking even to be paid, leaving the deserted player to 
struggle on as best he might, unattended, over the desolate 
storm-swept links.

The stoical nature of the Victorian woman golfer was shown 
by nine of the ten female competitors returning a medal card 
despite the weather, a much higher proportion than the men. 
Seventeen of the thirty men either did not return a card or 
were protected in the report in Golf by a cut-off of 101 net in 
their recorded scores. No such mercy was shown by Golf to the 
female competitors and all nine returns were recorded. Mrs CT 
Mitchell deserves a special mention for not flinching from her 
task in the storms, taking 209 to go round: more than 11 a hole 

and 102 more than Suzette Pettit who had the best score by a 
woman and the fourth best overall. 

Later in 1892 Golf recorded probably the first inter-club 
match for women in East Anglia against the ladies of the 
Yarmouth Golf Club which was played at Aldeburgh.10 From 
1895 the first Score Book set out the results of all competi-
tions for men and women. Apart from the occasional putting 
competition, all competitions for men and women were over 18 
holes, usually played on the same day and, initially, off the same 
tees. Not a single 9 hole competition was recorded: the recently 
adopted St Andrews 18 holes norm was universally applied. 
In addition to the monthly medals, there was the occasional 
cup, usually to be kept as a permanent prize. The first recorded 
mixed foursomes competition was played in 1895. In 1896 a 
mixed foursomes matchplay knock-out was tried for the first 
time but the first knock-out between women was not held until 
1904. Thereafter the matchplay knock-out competition proved 
increasingly popular, usually played over a short period in the 
summer season. Both a singles and a foursomes matchplay 
knock-out were played in a few days in August and September 
1912. There were 28 competitors in the singles and 24 in the 
foursomes. In 1905 a bogey was played by the men and women 
every month in addition to a medal, although from 1910 the 
monthly competition alternated between medals and bogeys.

Golfing activity in competitions steadily increased. In 1895 
the total of the female competitors returning a score was 38. By 
1913 the total female returns in competition were 220. In 1908 
for the first time there was a female competitor in the monthly 
medal in each month of the year and in January, also for the 
first time, the six female competitors outnumbered those from 
the men.

The Aldeburgh golfers
Who were these pioneering golfing women? The early mem-
bership was primarily from London with many male members 
from the professional classes. The use of Mrs and Miss in the 
records gives some clues. Although ages are not specified, it 
would appear that a substantial number of girls and young 
women, usually the daughters of members, became members 
in the 1890s and 1900s. Even as early as 1893, fourteen of the 31 
female members were shown as Miss. In 1908 four of the six 
elected members of the ladies’ committee were young unmar-
ried women. In its early days golf was regarded as emancipatory 
for women: it was a sport, like tennis, which could be played 
by women as easily as men. Suzette Pettit, who was a girl of 
13 when the Club was founded, was the first female member 
to be allocated a scratch handicap. Thanks to her there was a 
brief early period when the average handicap of the women was 
lower than that of the men.

In 1895 three quarters of the cards returned in competition 
were from unmarried women, although the first recorded 
female winner in the Score Book, in 1893, was Mrs Ida 
Longstaffe. It is hardly surprising she objected so strongly to 
the suggestion the same year that a ladies’ links should be laid 
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out on Mr Flintham’s fields. In 1901 the married women were in 
the majority on returned cards for the first time. But from 1907 
a new generation of young unmarried women began to play, the 
daughters of the first members, and there were approximately 
equal returns in competition by the married and unmarried 
until the First World War. By 1913 the best female players were 
mainly the young unmarried women such as Joy Winn (who in 
two seasons got her handicap down from 18 to one and was an 
international after the First War) and Mabel Potterton.

Cecil Leitch: A new type of golfer
Interest in ladies’ golf continued to increase and a new type of 
golfer was beginning to emerge. In 1910 the striking 19 year old 
Cecil (Cecilia) Leitch gave a boost to women’s golf in Suffolk 
by playing a match at Aldeburgh with Joy Winn (who was then 
17), Victor Longstaffe, Ida Longstaffe’s son, and John Cassidy, 
the club professional. 

Some things do not change: the papers have always been 
more interested in the appearance of the woman than the man. 
Mabel Stringer described Cecil Leitch’s famous match with 
Harold Hilton at Walton Heath and Sunningdale playing off 
the same tees a few weeks before her visit to Aldeburgh: 

I am sure a quotation from one of the fashion papers of that 
day will be interesting: “Miss Leitch turned out in a cream-
coloured serge skirt, striped with blue, a white blouse with 
the collar turned down, and one of those spreading green 
ties with red in it which were the fashion ten years ago. It was 
fastened with a safety-pin half-way with a little brilliant in it. 
Blue stockings and tan shoes. Her hair was done with a comb 
or two, securely but artistically fastened.” The paper does not 
go on to describe Mr Hilton’s garb, but he had the inevitable 
cigarette in his mouth all the time; if he had not had this, so 
eminently characteristic of the man, we should have thought 
something was wrong!11 

Suffragettes and golf
In the period immediately before the First World War the 
women’s suffrage movement was at its most active and the 
militant suffragettes (whose tactics were not approved of by the 
suffragist Millicent Fawcett) made a particular target of sports 
venues, including golf clubs, for what would now be called 
direct action. One of their anthems was:

Ruthless are the hearts that burn
For the Cause;

Even golf must serve its term
For the Cause;

Man the tyrant must be floored,
So, the Royal and Ancient sward
Heroines have hacked and scored

For the Cause.

Asquith, the Prime Minister, and McKenna, the Home Secretary, 
were attacked on golf courses in Scotland. Emmeline Pankhurst 
was convicted of inciting acts of violence on the night before the 
bombing in 1913 of the house being built for Lloyd George at 
Walton Heath. The trial judge was Mr Justice Lush, the author 
of The Law of Husband and Wife, which was probably not to 
be found on Mrs Pankhurst’s bedside table (or indeed those 
of Millicent Fawcett or Elizabeth Garrett Anderson). Lush had 
previously been captain of the Bar Golfing Society and that year 
there was a police presence at the Bar’s golf meeting at Rye. 
There was vandalism at Sheringham and Felixstowe in East 
Anglia and at many other clubs (‘Votes for Women’ scratched, 
or spelt out by acid, on the green was common) and several 
clubs took out extra insurance. Perhaps the involvement of the 
Garrett family in women’s causes as well as the strong female 
membership and equal rights helped protect Aldeburgh Golf 
Club, where there was no disruption.

Golf between the Wars
Golf rapidly recovered after the First World War and in the 
1920s Aldeburgh became fashionable, particularly for ladies’ 
golf. This was the era of the house party for golfers. Eleanor 
Helme, the golf correspondent, was a regular partner of Joy 
Winn and a young Diana Fishwick was one of the many visitors. Mabel Potterton in a full finish
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The pioneering spirit of the Aldeburgh women golfers may 
have faltered after the Second World War. There was no longer 
an appetite for playing off the same tees and the ladies’ com-
petition tees have hardly moved while those of the men have 
been pushed further and further back. But the female keenness 
for score golf continues and in their present day respective 
competitions there are usually more female players than male: 
the men tend to prefer informal matchplay foursomes followed 
by a beer. As with most clubs, the average age of the playing 
members has increased and may be twice what it was before 
the First War. For a period in the 1950s and 1960s there was 
no female representation on the club’s committee. The current 
position is that there are three women on the Aldeburgh club 
committee, which is approximately in proportion to the overall 
membership. A woman has yet to become captain of the club, 
although Joy Winn turned down the suggestion in the late 1960s 
that she should become president.

Thanks
Elizabeth Crawford, David Hamilton, Gillian Kirkwood, Neil 
Millar and John Pearson are thanked for their comments.
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Aldeburgh is unusual in having a number of competitions for 
both men and women including the Sir Ernest Harvey Salver, a 
36 hole handicap medal. On the first playing in 1927 everybody 
drove from the same tees and women filled three of the first 
four places. Four years earlier, the Score Book for 1923 lists 355 
recorded scores in ladies’ competitions with two thirds by mar-
ried women. By the 1920s most of the pre-war young golfing 
women, apart from Joy Winn, had married and the dominance 
of the married women continues to the present. The success of 
the three unmarried women in the Sir Ernest Harvey Salver in 
1927 was one of their last hurrahs. 

The English Ladies’ Amateur Championship has been to 
Aldeburgh five times. The first two occasions were in the 1930s 
and in 1938 Joy Winn lost in the final. Legend has it that there 
was not a dry eye as the hundreds of local supporters walked 
back to the clubhouse after she fatally missed a putt on the 17th 

green.

Separate Committees?
A perennial issue in golf and other sports is whether the sport 
should have separate organising bodies for men and women.  
For example, as recently as 2012 the English Golf Union and 
the English Womens’ Golf Association combined under a new 
name (showing a disregard for the use of the adjective): England 
Golf.

The decisions at Aldeburgh in the early 1890s were designed 
to treat all the golfers equally and without a separate club, 
course or committee for the women. But despite the carefully 
drafted and protected right to vote and to be on the club’s com-
mittee, the female members appeared to take little part in the 
early management of the club and the committee remained 
exclusively male. It decided matters for all members, including 
handicaps. This began to change in the early 1900s. In 1902 
a ladies’ committee was formed to allocate and adjust ladies’ 
handicaps and select teams and arrange matches. From 1905 a 
formal ladies’ section was established with a constitution and 
annual meetings were held to elect the committee members. 
The 1905 ladies’ committee immediately adopted a firm stance 
on handicaps, setting a maximum handicap of 24 and putting 
members on half handicap pending further cards if a handicap 
was judged to be unrealistic. 

After the First World War the initial emancipation of 
women was finally enacted in 1918 and pressure was put on the 
Aldeburgh committee to elect women. After some discussion, a 
formal proposal was put by Maud Garrett (a niece of Elizabeth 
Garrett Anderson and Millicent Fawcett), Joy Winn and Mrs 
Reynolds, the honorary secretary of the ladies’ section, to elect 
two female members to the club’s committee and do away with 
the ladies’ committee. This was accepted and Mrs Reynolds 
and Joy Winn were elected at the club’s 1921 annual meeting. 
Joy Winn, as Aldeburgh’s best female player, was immediately 
appointed to the green committee. In the event the disbanding 
of the ladies’ committee was short-lived and it was re-formed 
in 1925 and continues to the present. 
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The Strath family name is indelibly written into the 
history of golf.  It can be seen on the Champion’s Belt, 
the original Open Championship trophy, it recurs in 
the record books and annals of the great game, yet 

the overall achievements and contributions of a single genera-
tion of this golfing family remain largely unsung.

David Malcolm, historian, author, keen golfer, man of many 
talents, and good friend, died on the 4th June 2011, having just 
made final changes to his last book entitled, The Golfing Strath 
Family of St Andrews. At his bedside, David’s wife, Ruth, read 
out the text to David and she pencilled his final word changes to 
a pile of printouts. He left the final text and many images in my 
care, and I promised him that I would pull together his work, 
produce the book and have it published. 

His book constitutes an attempt to establish the place of the 
Straths in the firmament of golf in the nineteenth century and 
highlight their contribution to the evolution of the modern 
game. It is also the story of the emergence of a family in a remote 
Scottish royal burgh in Victorian Britain. In David’s own words, 
‘the mid-nineteenth century provided opportunities aplenty in 
the expanding cities, the sprawling products of the Industrial 
Revolution, but in the isolated Scottish township of St. Andrews, 
largely by-passed by commerce, the chance for betterment of the 
individual was limited. Those with an eye to self-improvement 
were left with the option of taking their craft skills to the cities 
or emigrating to the New World or the Colonies. For those who 
remained, either through affection for their birthplace or else 
lack of ambition or any sense of adventure, there was golf.  Golf 
proved to be the salvation of the town and, for other than the 
academic families of its ancient University, it provided a living 
– and for none more so than the Strath family.’ 

Alexander Strath and his sons were representative of time 
and place. Although all seven of the Strath brothers were 
talented in the game, their relative successes were regulated 
by character. Alexander, John and James were happy to play 
whilst plying their trade as plumbers; George was content as 
a journeyman golf professional and Club servant with appar-
ently little appetite for the contest. Only Andrew and Davie 
seemed prepared to enter the golfing fray whilst Willie, given 
to the bottle and belligerence, withdrew from competition 
to the laissez-faire life of a caddy and ready money.’ ‘Whilst 

The Golfing Strath Family of St. Andrews

Chic Harper
and a proposed book by the late David (Doc) Malcolm and Noel Terry

researching the fate of David, the second youngest of the Strath 
brothers, a picture emerged of an aspiring family growing into 
the new class structured society of the time.‘

David Malcolm’s words paint this picture with the intention 
of providing an insight into the development of modern golf 
whilst describing the life and times of the Strath family in it.  
It is intended as a social as well as a golfing story. During his 
research on the book, Doc met and collaborated with Noel 
Terry, a Melbourne resident, golfer and Chairman of H&A 
at the Royal Melbourne Golf Club. Together, they discovered 
the location of David Strath’s unmarked grave in Melbourne 
Cemetery. Between them, and with contributions from the 
Golfing Society of Australia and the Golf Clubs of St. Andrews, 
they organised a new headstone to be laid at David’s grave, 127 
years after he’d been lain to rest.

It’s now four years since Doc died and I’m rather ashamed 
of the lack of progress I’ve made in finding more Strath-
related images for the book and on the book’s design itself. 
Circumstances and other projects have taken precedent over my 
promise to Doc. However, now that my recent work on Roger 
McStravick’s glorious St Andrews in the Footsteps of Old Tom 
Morris is complete, I’m determined that the Strath book, which 
is also a wonderful read, will be published later this year, to 
coincide with the 150th anniversary of Andrew Strath winning 
the Open in 1865, the first Open champion not named Morris 
or Park.

Fortuitously, I had the pleasure last year to meet Claire 
Mackie, who is the great-great-great-granddaughter of Andrew 
Strath. Claire has spent the last number of years tracing her 
family tree and finding out interesting and previously unknown 
facts about her family, as well as discovering some lovely old 
photos from her family’s albums. Claire is willing to contribute 
these findings towards David and Noel’s book to ensure we have 
as complete and accurate a picture of the golfing Strath family 
as possible. I’m sure this will have Doc’s blessing.

Indeed, if anyone reading this article has any information, 
old photographs or memorabilia on the Strath family, I would 
be very happy to consider it for inclusion. We may possibly be 
restricting the book to a Limited Edition, so if you are interested 
in having a copy, then register your interest with me just as soon 
as possible.
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Letter from America
by Brown Ale

The Golf Collectors’ Society national meeting kicked 
off on the 17th of September at the Pheasant Run 
Resort, west of Chicago.  It was the same site of the 
2004 national meeting. Local hosts Jim Jesselnick and 

Brad Baird put together an enjoyable and well-run gathering.
Thursday’s adjunct activities included the Golf History 

Symposium conducted by the Mike Trostel and Susan Wasser 
of the USGA Museum staff, which dwelt on the topic of golf 
course architecture.  A presentation was made by Mike Hurdzan 
on Erin Hills, his course gem in Wisconsin that will host the 
2017 US Open. Mike Trostel, USGA Museum, summarized 
the Museum’s newest addition, The Jack Nicklaus Room. Don 
Holton, Exmoor CC historian, Robert Topel, Olympia Fields 
CC historian, and Hillary Cronheim, USGA Museum and 
Library, reviewed the rich history of golf in the Chicago area.  
On Thursday evening Pacific Book Auctions held a public auc-
tion sale as an attraction to the GCS weekend meeting.

The annual business meeting was first on Friday’s agenda.  
Then, under Friday’s foreboding skies, GCS hickory golfers set 
off and completed their rounds miraculously without seeing 
a drop of rain which came and went frequently during the 
weekend.

In the biennial changing of the guard President John Capers 
III passed the president’s medal to John W. Fischer III at the 

banquet on Friday evening. President Fischer, from Cincinnati, 
Ohio, has long been active in all sorts of golf endeavors includ-
ing the GCS, Golf Writers’ Association of American and the 
USGA. 

Hollis Stacy, former LPGA tour player and ‘wunderkind’  
of the early 1970s was the post-dinner speaker, delighting 
everyone with her light, breezy and very candid recollections 
of her personal highlights as a professional. Hollis has her share 
of trophies from the LPGA Tour but none can hold a candle to 
the medal she won playing with hickories for the first time at 
Pheasant Run. After her talk several signed Hollis items were 
auctioned with the proceeds going to the GCS Educational 
Scholarship fund. George Petro blew away other bidders with 
his magnanimous and very generous final bid.

During the trade session on Saturday one trader had five 
tables covered with at least to 600 clubs. Richie Harris, Ambler, 
Pennsylvania, and his son, Junior, brought a large portion of Eric 
Wolke’s club collection over 800 miles to sell for his departed 
friend with proceeds going to Eric’s family. Eric also had a large 
number of ball moulds many of which are still available. Richie 
and Eric were long time friends who traveled to countless GCS 
meetings together.

It is never pleasant to report on member necrology but 
recently we lost John Roth of Mills River, North Carolina to a 
brain tumor. He was very active in both the GCS and hickory 
golf spheres and was presented with the Lynah Sherrill Award 
in 2014. On two different occasions John completed his golf 
rounds at the National Hickory Championship with a single 
club – his Urquhart adjustable. My fondest recollection of John 
was at a very rainy NHC in 2001 when midway through the 
two day affair he bought a plastic mac and pants in camouflage 
pattern from the hunting department at Walmart. Back on the 
rain soaked course he tucked the pants legs into his knee socks 
and created a hickory golf fashion first: camouflage plus fours.

Also missing from the lineup after decades of being in 
the midst of GCS activity is John Whittemore, Falls Church, 
Virginia. John and his wife Millie, were ever-present at GCS 
meetings and were responsible for giving the Mid-Atlantic 

Richie Harris, and his son Junior, selling Eric Wolke’s clubs and 
collectibles at the Chicago meeting in September.

Letter from America
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Chapter 2 one of the busiest agendas of all the regions. A veteran 
of the U.S. Air Force John was buried in Arlington National 
Cemetery in September.

On the other side of the mountain from Oakhurst Links in 
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia the Greenbrier Resort is 
constructing a championship golf course as the centerpiece of 
a new phase of their Greenbrier Sporting Club golf-residential 
community. Four golf champions have been enlisted to col-
laborate on the new course layout – Jack Nicklaus, Arnold 
Palmer, Gary Player and Lee Trevino. Jim Justice, the owner 
of the Greenbrier, has openly stated he is working with the 
four champs and the USGA to construct a course to US Open 
standards in hopes of bringing the National Championship to 
West Virginia. He has time to get it built. The next opening on 
the calendar for the US Open is June, 2025.

In my June column I mentioned the dedication of the Jack 
Nicklaus room at the USGA Museum in Far Hills, New Jersey.  
At that time I neglected to say that the envelope containing 
the invitation to the ceremony carried a very unusual stamp 
bearing the likeness of Jack Nicklaus himself winning the 1980 
US Open. There is a company in the US called Zazzle that will 
take a photograph of your choice and create postage stamps, 
among other things, bearing that image, approved for use by the 
US Postal Service. Hats off to the USGA for using that unique 
service for the dedication…and creating yet another philatelic 
golf collectible.

News from the GCS regions includes word that Eddie 
Breeden, out in Upland, California is planning a ‘Hickory 
Clambake’ in the fashion of the golf clambakes Bing Crosby 
started in the late 1930s.  The event at Morro Bay, California, 0n 
the 16th - 17th January will feature golf, fun and bucolic views of 
the blue Pacific. 

In the center of the country two regular hickory hitters 
vied for votes at a local golf and show-and-tell gathering this 
past summer. The contest was held to choose the player that 
had played with the most interesting set of hickory clubs.  

Terry Pitts, Bennet, Nebraska, bested Duane Baylor, Ralston, 
Nebraska, despite the fact that Duane, in the true Scottish spirit, 
gave a drink of Scotch whisky to anyone who voted for him.

North of the border, the multi-event Canadian Hickory 
Championships held around Edmonton, Alberta featured a 
post-golf gathering where guests dined on hip of bison.  Don’t 
scoff, it’s low in fat, low in cholesterol and pretty darn tasty.  Also 
featured was a visit to Ron Lyons’s golf car collection, whose 
number is now up to 81 vintage vehicles.

In our fourth quarter Bulletin, member Gene Boldon was 
profiled. The Detroiter at one time had a collection of golf clubs 
in his cellar numbering around 17,000.  Gene has been a very 
involved member and was the organizer-host of the 1994 GCS 
Annual Meeting in Ypsilanti, Michigan, probably one of the 
best organized and most educationally diverse meetings GCS 
members have attended. Gene’s continued activity level within 
the Society is remarkable, even more so when you find out he is 
an enviably spry 88-years-young. This year Gene was inducted 
into the Detroit High School Hall of Fame, a well-deserved 
honor to one of our gentlemanly members.

If one examines the hickory golf calendar one will find 
events almost every weekend during the year’s twelve months.  
Each month has at least one premium event. In July it was 
the US Hickory Open at Miami Valley Country Club won 
by Jeremy Moe. August’s marquee event was Tom Johnson’s 
Foxburg Hickory Championship where J W ‘Ace’ McMath took 
home the top prize. In September the venerable C B Macdonald 
Matches at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario saw Robert McWade 
victorious.

Next year Kalahari, the water park resort complex in 
Pennsylvania’s Pocono Region, will host the GCS national meet-
ing in September. It creates a new dimension for our annual 
meeting: a resort where families will have a wide variety of 
activities to entertain all ages while dad is playing golf, listening 
to presentations or trading collectibles. 
Happy holidays to all, see you in ’16.                           Brown Ale

New GCS President, John Fischer III Pete 
Giorgiady, at Dayton about three years ago

The late John Wittemore with Richie Harris at the 
2007 GCS annual meeting, Southern Pines

The Zazzle Jack Nicklaus 
stamp
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category of golfing humour.
The story concerns an expatriate American, living in 

London, who is called to Buckingham Palace to advise the Royal 
Household on high-calorie transatlantic delicacies. His exper-
tise comes to the attention of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, who 
consults him on other matters of American culture. Her Majesty 
soon becomes a highly adept and competitive carpet putter, 
using a number of antique hickory-shafted clubs, over a number 
of courses laid out in the Palace, over vintage Axminsters. The 
American, known only by his soubriquet Badger is soon a close 
confidant, advising the Queen on aspects of ‘normal’ life, acting 
as putting coach in needle matches against friends and visi-
tors, and as facilitator of incognito excursions to enjoy simple 
pleasures such as public transport and supermarket shopping. 
It would be fair to say that the narrative is somewhat episodic, 
lacking much plot, but is rich in character and witty dialogue. 

Members will be familiar with Pete’s own fondness for 
American snack foods, craft beers and ball games, both round- 
and oval varieties – on both sides of the Atlantic. So when he 
makes the usual assertion that this is a work of pure fiction, 
offered with the utmost respect for the institution of the British 
Royal Family, we can detect his own enthusiasms, and not just 
respect but very real affection for things British.

This was an entertaining, whimsical read, artfully com-
posed, with a high chuckle count. Format is familiar to other 
of Peter Georgiady’s Airlie Hall publications with 269 pages 
of good quality coated paper, perfect-bound in illustrated 

Putting at the Palace
by

Peter Georgiady

Peter Georgiady is well-known 
to TTG readers as a regular 
contributor to the Letter from 
America column, and as the 
author/publisher of a series of 
authoritative volumes on anti-
quarian clubs and their makers, 
through his own Airlie Hall 
Press. This latest offering from 
the Press is in the unfashionable 

card covers. Eliseo Santos provided the text illustrations. The 
book is available from Amazon.com at $30 plus postage. For 
European customers, signed copies can be obtained for $38 
inclusive of a hefty postage and packaging component, from 
The Airlie Hall Press, PO Box 981, Kernersville, NC, 27285, or 
airliehall@earthlink.net, which also acts as the PayPal identifier. 
A Christmas treat.

John Pearson

compiled  the book Aspects of Golf. However the reader is actu-
ally getting three books for the price of one.

The main portion of the book pages 33-93 contains a reprint 
of Hutchinson’s book Aspects of Golf which was printed in 
Bristol in 1900 and cost one shilling.This is a very rare book and 
so it is exciting just to be able to read the eight essays it contains.

In the earlier part of the book p 1-32 Dick Durran has been 
given the opportunity by Bob and Don to achieve one of his 
life’s goals in writing the biography of Harold G Hutchinson 
and he does it so well. He also includes a bibliography of all of 
Hutchinson’s golf related books. Dick’s biography covers all of 
Hutchinson’s life and what a life he had. It is an amazing insight  
into a man who was so much more than just a top amateur 
golfer. There is so much to learn here about the man, but one 
only has to read the letter which J H Taylor wrote to The Times 
after they had published the obituary to Hutchinson to see the 
esteem in which he was held.

The eight essays in Aspects of Golf have to be read to fully 
appreciate the quality of the writing and the variety of golfing 
subjects covered many of which would still apply today. 

Aspects of Golf
by
Harold G Hutchinson

In the December issue of Through the 
Green I reviewed a great book and 
referred to it as a ‘real classic’. This time 
I have the pleasure of reviewing a book 
which I will describe as a ‘wee gem’.   

Bob Grant and Don Wilson III have 

continued on page 56
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works were displayed in many clubs and private houses. 
The Pau Golf Club owned four paintings by this artist show-

ing players in action on the links followed by a small group of 
specatator members as was usual in those days.

Three of these paintings are currently on display in the club-
house. The fourth painting has disappeared although quite a few 
of the present members do remember it. The disappearance was 
first mentioned in 1989 by Dr Yves Caille, an historian, when 
he was doing research while writing a book on the history of 
Pau G C.The date of the disappearance is unknown but seems 
to be in the 1980s. Why and how we do not know, but what we 
do know is that this painting has never been sold or exchanged 
by the club.

A few months ago a Dutch golf historian informed us that 
a painting similar to this was on display in the mansion of an 
English lord living in Cornwall. We were not able to authenticate 
the quality of the painting or whether it is an original or a copy.

What we can say is that this painting like the three others 
represents a player in action surrounded by some members. It 
is the only one to show the clubhouse in the background. The 
player should be Lord St Levan, the President of the associoation 
in 1893, the ancestor of Lord James Levan, the present keeper of 
the painting, either the original one or a copy. The distinctive 
feature of these paintings is that they always represnt a famous 
player followed by members, player, friends or spectators.

The hope is that this letter will motivate people who could 
help in our enquiries so as to find out the recent journey of the 
painting which we regard as belonging to us. Up  to now we 
have never heard of any copies made by Sealy or others.

The only important clue which we found regarding these 
paintings comes from Spanish friends, members of the mar-
vellous Neguri Golf Club in Bilbao. They confirmed taking 

Dear Editor
The Mystery of the Fourth Sealy Painting

Pau Golf Club, an association created in 1856 by a group of 
English people fond of the universal game of golf is situated in 
Billere, in the Departement of Pyrenees Atlantique in the South 
West of France.

The organisation of the club was entirely by the English, 
Scottish, Welsh and a few Americans, Spaniards and other 
foreigners. As they were mostly living under the influence of 
the British way of life so the rules were mostly in the English 
way and they lived this way through two world wars for a period 
over 160 years. At the time of the declaration of the First World 
War many members of these important families returned home 
and returned again after the 1918 armistice. It was not so at the 
end of the Second World War when very few of the foreigners 
returned. If they did it was to sell their family properties. A 
small community remained but disappeared as time went by.

Nowadays Pau Golf Club 1856 is run by French people, most 
of whom were born in the South West  of France. The founder-
members of the club and their descendants beqeathed all their 
property and furniture to the club without discussing this with 
the new managers. This also happened with other associations 
such as the Pau Hunt Club. The local authority benefitted from 
the generosity of the departing foreign community and have 
given names of some of the donors to several streets in Pau.

The important golf competitions have kept their original 
names, the oldest dating back to 1857 such as the Hamilton 
Cup. Having explained the present arrangement it is easy to 
develop the very matter of this letter : the mystery of the 4th 
Sealy painting. Allen Sealy (1850-1927) was a very well-known 
English painter who specialised in horse and golf paintings. His 
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pictures of the four paintings in the sixties. The four reprints 
are now hanging in the bar of the club, including, of  course, a 
reprint of the one we are looking for.

Our sincere thanks to any readers who could help us.
Gerard Beaufranc

Dear Editor,
Beeston Fields Golf Club
I am a long term member of BFGC in Nottingham and I am 
pleased to say that we are starting to plan our centenary celebra-
tions for 2023. 

As a collector of hickory clubs, I would love to present the 
golf club with a good condition hickory for its archives. Jack 
Hooker was our first professional but because we were only 
around for three years before steel swept in, I suspect there are 
very few of his clubs around.

May I reach out to the BGCS members via Through the 
Green please? Thank you

Dave Andrews
Dave.andrews@experian.com

07527 462059
Dear Editor
Golfing man’s inhumanity to man
In a recent Glasgow Herald Russell Leadbetter reviews at length 
‘Recovering Scotland’s Slavery Past’. This is contributed to, inter 
alia, by the eminent historian Professor Sir Tom Devine and also 
edited by him. The book was published in mid October.

What Leadbetter tells us, the thrust of the book, is that much 
of slaving activity was sanitised out of history after the trade 
was abolished but much wealth still evident today came from 
that era.

Leadbetter gives a précis of a chapter about a slave island off 
Sierra Leone. This was used as a clearing house in which those 
slaves caught or bought on the mainland were held before the 
voyage to the Americas. Intriguingly, but chillingly, for those 
interested in the history of the royal and ancient game he 
reports that there was a small golf course on this island caddied 
by men who were dressed only in tartan breech pouches.

Yours sincerely
I H Cairns

 ‘Sakura’ 22 McNaughton Court Torbrex Stirling FK8 2PY

Dear Editor,
I have two items of interest causing puzzles that need the unique 
knowledge of  Society members to help solve.   

The first is a driver by A Hancox, former professional at 
Sandwell Park Golf Club 1920 – 1947. It is 42.5 inches in length 
with a tapered step down steel shaft covered in a dark brown 
plastic sheath, a wound leather grip 15 inches long and at the 
bottom inscribed ‘True temper, pat. 285051’. This patent was 
granted to the ‘American Fork & Hoe Co.’ 10/02/1927.  A method 
of forming a shaft for golf clubs, polo sticks, billiard cues and 
other sporting implements consists in applying compressive 
stresses to successively shorter lengths of a tube, whereby the 
tube is given a stepped formation”.   

Approximately 3 inches below the grip is a 3 inch coiled 
insert as can be seen in the image.An internet search for 
steel shaft inserts brought up ‘American patent 5735752 A’, the 
description of which seems to be very similar to this shaft but 
was only granted on the 13th of June 1995. It says ‘inserts for golf 
club shaft have a coil insert or coil type insert for enhancing 
swing weight control, stiffness and flex control, shock absorp-
tion and vibration elimination or reduction’ The diagram is an 
image taken from the patent and indicates how similar it is to 

Correspondence
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the club and although shown to be in a different place on the 
shaft the patent covers several places where the insert could be 
for its various performances.

My query is, as this club I would estimate was made during 
the early 1930s and has an insert in the shaft that predates a pat-
ent for a similar item by about 60 years, could it be something 
of a rarity or would it have been common in its day.   

 The second item just as intriguing to me is a strip of brown 
rubber six inches long by half an inch wide and three sixteenths 
thick. At one end, half an inch in, is a small pierced hole and at 
the other end are two similar holes at one half and one inch in.  
Printed on either side are the words,  BROOKE BOND TEE.   
What I would like to know firstly, is this a complete item and 
if so how was it used? I trust someone will know about these 
items and would greatly appreciate learning what anyone else 
can say about them.

Regards and thanks,
 Allan Pope.

To the Editor
Perhaps you may be interested in this short article?
Early Golf in Ceylon (Sri Lanka)
The Colombo Golf Club (to receive the Royal Charter bestowed 
by King George V in 1928) had its founding in 1879 when a 
handful of intrepid expatriates formed the Royal Golf Club to 
play on Galle Face Green, without a clubhouse or a proper golf 
course. 

It was not until Saturday the 13th of March 1880 that nine 
men met at the Colombo Club with Edward Aiken in the chair 
and R L M Brown acting as Hon. Secretary. The meeting formed 
the Colombo Golf Club with William Law the first Chairman, 
and Captain, and William Somerville, Robert Webster and 
Francis (Frank) Archibald Fairlie elected to the Committee.

Francis Archibald Fairlie was the fourth son of James Ogilvie 
Fairlie, the man who with the Earl of Eglington arranged for 
the first Open Championship to be played over the Prestwick 
Golf Club’s course in 1860. Francis, and his friend Lionel Torin 
(who assisted in laying out the Oakhurst Links in the U S A in 
1884) were tea merchants and plantation owners; Francis was 
the inventor of the Fairlie Clubs.

Their golf was played over The Galle Face Green which was 
bounded by the Beira Lake, the ramparts of the Fort area with 
a battery of mounted artillery guns and a cemetery on one side, 
with the sea on the other. In the middle of the golf course there 
was a Race Course and Pavilion which, after its demolition, 
morphed to become the home of the Colombo Golf Club.

Through the middle of the course ran a carriageway from 
the Fort to the Cinnamon Gardens along which the governor 
and the gentry would take the air in their horse drawn carriages; 
so golf was played either side of this thoroughfare where it had 
to compete with Polo and Cricket and the public’s inalienable 

right to walk where they wished. This state of affairs lasted for 
ten years until the arrival of Sir West Ridgeway, as the new 
Governor of Ceylon. He was a golf devotee and noticing that 
a model farm set up by a Ceylonese philanthropist, Sir Charles 
Henry de Soysa, had never really taken off and prime land 
had become a grazing area for stray cattle and overgrown with 
weeds and shrubs, he was encouraged to see this land as suitable 
for a golf course. 

Repeated requests from an increasing number of Colombo’s 
rapidly increasing golfing community were acknowledged by 
Sir West Ridgeway and he authorised the transfer of the Alfred 
Model Farm (named after one of Queen Victorias’ sons) to the 
Colombo Golf Club in 1896. The club Committee immediately 
authorised the release of 500 rupees to be used for the clearing 
the land and construction of the golf course. Colombo golf club 
was on its way.

The centrally located Nuwara Eliya Golf Club was estab-
lished in 1889 amidst tea plantations at an altitude of 6000 
feet and again Francis (Frank) A Fairlie was a leading light. 
Founded by the British it is a hill station town and in 1899 the 
Hon.Michael Scott, Amateur Champion in 1933, won the Club 
Gold Medal prior to relocating to Australia.

Bordering the Victoria Dam, the Victoria Golf and Country 
Resort’s golf course was not established until 1997. It, and the 
recently opened Waters Edge, lack the history of the other two 
courses.
Sources and References
Planters Association of Ceylon ( Malin Goonetileka, Sec. 
General )
Lal Wickrematunge, Editor 125th Anniversary – Nuwara Eliya 
Golf Club
Skandakumar S -  Sri Lankan Ambassador to Australia    
Errol Perera  - Royal Colombo Golf Club
Geoff Vincent – President, Golf Society of Australia

John Scarth and Peter Coddington

Continued from Page 53
The third part of the book p 99-108 reflects another fascinating 
side of Hutchinson, that of an author of books with non- golfing 
titles. This is written by Michael D Mark

These range over a very wide spectrum of interests and 
knowledge, both fiction and non-fiction. Titles such as To pun-
ish the Czar and Murder in Mark’s Wood are among the 53 books 
listed.They illustrate the brilliant mind which Hutchinson must 
have had writing not only about golf but many other sports such 
as cricket and shooting and also natural history.

What a great read and a ‘must-have’ book for your library. 
Printed in full colour process with 29 illustrations, it is bound 
in red arbelave buckram and comes complete with a slipcase. 
Published in a  limited edition of 250 copies. 

It is is priced at £35 and available from Grant Books at
 golf@grantbooks.co.uk

John Hanna

__________________________________________________


